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CHAPTER2 

Drop by Drop 
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Why things which are most painful in life tend to cling to the mind & 

memory, is not understandable. It is like involuntary movements of hand 

reaching time & again to scratch a healing wound, or a nauseating sight of a 

swarming behive from a tree. Though eyesore, yet attractive gaze of 

unwilling eyes. The same is my state of mind towards oozing wounds of my 

life. The pain erupts & I rake it more instead of suppressing it. The 

venomous bees buzz around & intrinsic energies though strive desperately 

yet there is fixed stare on unpleasant scene. 

The narration of this story perhaps should not begin in this way 

because this may not be the story of oozing wound only. The story is not of 

perishing drop by drop but also of building up in the same ways. The pain 

becomes two fold when one side is in the healing process & the other has 

deteriorated to incurable state. 

Nobody ever advised that making somebody independent could be 

right and more important step rather helping others with obligations which 

ultimately results in silent death due to suffocation. You may be repenting 

upon your deeds of ruining your life without purpose. The other had to meet 

his destiny but you also met death without reason by grinding under the 

wheel along with the grains. 

While the fact is that we make other person completely dependent on 

us by serving him all the times and this person becomes unable to muster up 

the courage & self confidence to do something on his own. The remaining 

strength also goes to dogs as time has taught me many things in this 

span.These last twenty five years, I have been suffering from this forming & 

perishing process. 
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But in both the context the matter was same. The only difference was 

between the place- or may be the depth of the pangs of pain or may be the 

confined limits of my understanding. An age comes where every dreadful 

thing appears to be more horrendous then it actually is in reality. Like when 

we are kids, at that time a midge appears as a big monster or on a canvas an 

average size dot emerge as big. And once we grow up, we believe that even 

we can cross big mountains. But was that dot actually small? Or because I 

was small so it appeared as big? But now when I have turned forty ... why 

that dot is keep on emerging as big & bigger... And that dot's shadow cover 

me this way that every part of mine begins to scream to get free. I am not 

able to understand whether this is a pain of present or from the past. Bu:t 

may be agony is agony, there is no present or past in it. The only thing one 

feels is the burden like the iron shackles or the flow of the dripping blood 

from the oozing wound which has been squeezed with the hand and its flow 

can not be stopped by bandages or ointment because in that case these will 

be chance of turning wound into canker. 

Ashok told me- "This is just a piece of flesh, don't get attached to 

it."At that time, I felt that the shriek of agony could have cut the big strong 

mountain also. How can I describe him, by considering it mere piece of 

flesh, I feel myself lifeless . Every part of mine becomes lifeless. How can I 

consider myself dead? No I am not yet ready to become dead right now, so I 

have to keep him alive too. 

And yes I do. not want to repeat that story again. That part which has 

come in my lap, I can not let it remain fragile the ways it always was. I don't 

know what is better or what is correct to loose life the moment you are born, 
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or the rotten youth. I am fighting with both states & in both battles- before 

loosing life or after that .Ashok's both hands on my shoulders were not able 

to console me. Even before wiping out the tears from my eyes, I told Ashok-

''No Ashok he is my son, I will put every possible effort to save him .. may 
"\) 

whatever comes. 

And incessantly same questions were posed to the doctor.Will he 

never be normal? And doctor used to give the same reply everytime but 

using different words. In such cases there is very less hope, its better if you 

admit him to the hospital of mental ailment of child psychiatry - may be his 

life won't last long. So you are just going to enhance yours agony by 

nurturing him yourself. Though a child gets love from his mother only, but 

it also depends on mother patience & courage. This kid needs care of 24*7. 

Your own life will become hell -'"Are you ready for this? And also I cannot 

give you any assurance that your hard work will fructified. You have to do 

everything at your own risk. And yes, whatever I can help you, I will~1 

Don't know after doctor inhibition, there was helplessness of my inner 

self to keep An shu at home 

"Didi, why don't they let me go to my home? I am fine di -please take 

me to home". 

I slightly look at Pitaji with a hope who coldly replied - "I will talk to the 

doctor". And after replying this ,the deep wrinkled shadow of hopelessness 

flows on his face. 

This hopelessness brings· blatant angst & rebellious impression on 

Kakku's face. He starts considering Pitaji the very reason of not letting him 

come back to home. But he still confides in me and he looks at me 
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whiningly again says : "Didi! Do I look crazy? please ask pitaji to take me 

back to home". Eyes are shimmering with tears with bowed head I replied 

'"Today I'll persuade dad for this & you will be back in few days". 

Kakku mumbles which I couldn't understand. The world inside me 

simmers - Is he my same younger brother with whom I have spent my 

childhood, the most crucial part of life? Is he the same or I have started 

betieving what people consider him which is not true? Do these doctors 

actually know what actually has happened to him? Has actually anything 

happened to him? If something said by Kakku is not comprehensible to me 

or Pitaji, so It can only be understand by doctors and the ways doctor 

consider everybody birds of same feather flock together. 

Is Kakku not becoming unnecessary victim of it? Don't know why those 

whining eyes of Kakku used to appear in sleepless nights & always felt that 

nothing has happened to him. But due to these clutches of doctors, we 

ourselves have become helpless? what exactly is this helplessness? losing 

trust in oueselves as well as others .... But still heart craves for believing any 

single ray of hope. Trying to catch every single straw like a drowning man & 

when this phantom of illusion of mirage overtakes our minds, we again start 

our best efforts to achieve it. 

But there was something different in Kakku now. For a very long 

time, nobody even realized that changes are coming in him. I was already 

one who felt it first or might it was felt by Pitaji & if it would have been 

reached by maa, she never expressed it to anyone. But what changes even 

realized I don't consider that awkward, they are just seamless part of his 

growing age. Though it was an obnoxious sin the sanctified eyes of Pitaji. 
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For me it was just part of a regular life. But there were other changestoo. 

when sometimes my heart considers a flight of flattery of his mind but that 

impossibilities of those fantasies, don't know what to call as them but 

whatever had been said, heattgot shaken by that. 

I always felt that I know Kakku the best. After all we were closest to 

each other. He was the youngest amongst all .Six kids in the family. I was 

just two years elder to him. My elder sister was four & half year elders to 

me. So we never share friendship like age-mates. Me & Kakku always used 

to play, eat & fight with each other whole day. Our antennas were always up 

& we were always busy in proceeding of constantly observing each other. 

The moment any one of us get a single mistake committed by other 

immediately we report this to our court house. Though there were many 

courts. The eldest didi's court, mother's court, & our supreme court was 

Pitaji. Only Supreme Court was in favour of me. But in wait of judge ... that 

is Pitaji, either matter gets resolved or the culprit is not around to get 

punished. After my unilateral hearing Pitaji used to pat my back by awarding 

me title of very good girl and I use to get satisfied of thinking that the 

decision is in my favour as my voice has reached the right place. In Didi's & 

mother's court I always get scolded. May be because I was elder to him or he 

was dearest to all. His whitish complexion, his deep big eyes & his sharp 

features always made him attractive. Dimple on his right cheek, always 

bring smile on other faces. May be that ways everybody used to love him 

without reason, Everybody used to say that he will become. lady killer once 

he grows up. Sometime 1 felt proud after listening to all this, sometime 

jealous. 
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When there is no body in the house, the final decision brings to the 

battle field. Whole house used to become battle field. From one room to the 

other, under the beds, behind the sofas, we used to make our house mess in 

our fights. Kakku pulls my hair with full force, & I with my long nails 

scratched his face & body. War never gets over tHl the moment I have 

started crying & then Kakku left me crying he never used to loose this fight. 

Because he was always favoured by all as he was a son & he was younger to 

me & yes he was stronger than me. Maximum fights happened in summer 

vacations when me & Kakku both were at home. Mostly we went to granny's 

place for our vacations. There Pitaji court was replaced by nani's court. And 

this court was opened whole day, I used to enjoy a lot that time. I was hardly 

Eight & Kakku was six. Whole day we had been playing card, & games -

bluffing and only we were acquainted with these two gomes .When one 

bluffs the other, winner always kept on reminding the other who had been 

lost the game. And whosoever had lost never accepted it. And ultimately 

every game ended with fight. I in blubbering voice always used to complaint 

against Kakku. And when granny wheedles me the hiccups of my crying 

gets increased. 

Our fights become so disparaging in whole family that once I had to 

face embarrassment among all. In my childhood, when I was nine years old-

at that time I had severe pain is my stomach. One day Pitaji said that he will 

take me to some specialist because general practitioner were not able to tell 

what exactly has happened to me. There was no specialist in our Jalandhar 

city, so I , Maa Pitaji, Kakku went to Amritsar for my treatment. Kakku was 

also with us because he was always used to stick with parents wherever they 
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go. And it was also one reason that I was jealous of Kakku. But this time I 

was liking it. We had been playing during whole journey. After reaching 

guesthouse we again did lot of ventures & enjoyment. The waters served us 

really well. 

This was the first time we had come for outing like this. We did not 

even fight once. And even I did not feel any stomach ache. Blood, stool, 

urine all tests were conducted, but there was nothing wrong. Rather our 

epitite increased so much there & we all allot. The cook of guest housed 

packed such good breads that I ate 1 0 breads there & nothing had happened 

to stomach. In three days all the tests were done. When doctor did not find 

anything, he started asking my parents about my psychological history. Am I 

frustrated or something? Am I not happy persons as I always scribal the 

times? Maa started saying this- In general I am happy .... & added but as 

brothers, sisters, they always forget_ and competitions with each others. 

And tha~.doctor got stick to it. May be for satisfaction of Maa, Pitajai, 

he wanted to give some reason. My physical growth was also quite well 

according to my age. That is why; he was not able to find some reason of my 

illness. Forthwith he said- Yes this is the reason. Whenever she feels jealous 

or insecurity due to her brother, so to attract the attention of yours, she 

complains about stomach ache. Otherwise there is no reason of stomach 

ache. Your daughter is perfectly fine. That doctor was England returned. 

Maa, Pitaji was really impressed by his diagnosis. And after that ,they really 

got a very good interesting topic of discussion. This thing was told to all the 

relatives while praising doctor. I felt that I am getting undressed in front of 

all. 
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Kakku also got an other device to tease me all the times. I was very 

angry at that doctor. I felt that all medical science had betrayed me. 

Still I feel that medical sciences is betraying me again. The pain 

reccured again many times but I stopped complaining about it. And like 

before, I get well by my own. Don't understand how & whom should I trust. 

But without trust one can never find peace. We try to fill our incompleteness 

in others incompleteness & in consequentially that incompleteness 

enhances. 

Apart from meJKakku's domination was on maa also. He was dearest 

to maa as he was youngest among all. Though after having so many kids, 

pampering of kids was not so much left in maa .Many times she cribbed that 

Kakku irks a lot. But still he was dearest to maa & she never did anything 

against Kakku's wish. He immediately become angry if something is not 

according to his wish. I remember when I was in seventh and he was in 

fourth. I used to go to middle school & he was in primary school. His school 

got over at 1.30 pm. Mostly, at that time lunch was served at home. If 

sometimes lunch gets late, other family members could wait. We just got 

transferred to Lucknow so servants were not arranged in such short span. 

Sometimes it happened that cooking was delayed. But if it was delayedand 

Kakku was hungry, the whole house would be in havoc. Indeed -a havoc. 

Once when I was coming back from school, I saw Kakku throwing stones 

towards the house. Maa while preparing food inside was yelling, "it will be 

prepared soon, please do not break the glasses of the house". Kakku did not 

stop & even nobody came out to stop him. When I ran towards him to beat 
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him up, he flew off from that place. Their Mother scolded me only, that I 

didn't let him had his food. In the evening, I wanted him to get bashed by 

father but then again mother scolded me to let it be. He has not eaten 

anything since morning. Don't create mess in the house. 

I got very annoyed that how dare he was throwing stones on maa & 

still mother was siding him. But everybody used to say that he is short of 

temper. His these actions were considered as part of his attitude & he was 

never punished for that. Nobody even observed that there is something 

wrong in him. Actually being short of temper in not a big problem as such. 

But we had great gelling together also. Outside the house, he was like 

a guard for me. Once a guy pushed me & I fall down. He beated that guy so 

badly that even the parents ofthat guy came for complaint. 

Kakku was also good in studies. Everybody in the house dreamt of 

making him a doctor. He is brainy & talented so he should be doctor. I was 

jealous at that time. I used to say to myself that I am also going to be a 

doctor one day & will show everybody that Kakku is not the only one who is 

so talented. Though our school & levels both were poles apart. We both get 

praised when our mark sheets were out. Family used to praise us no matter 

how much we scored, might to encourage us. Though I felt sometimes that 

they were more happy about Kakku's numbers & just to save Kakku from 

my jealousy they praise me too. Don't know that it was true or not, but used 

to think like that when I was grown up yeah but anyway I dropped the idea 

of becoming a doctor. By that time it was instilled in the mind of Kakku that 

he has to become a doctor. Once I got down because of the flu. He was 

craving for our playful fight. It took me about one week to recover. He said 
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"When I will be a doctor, I am going to invent such medicine that will cure 

flue in one day." Then he stopped for a moment & said "But I think I should 

be a psychiatrist- then I'll be able to know the root cause of every disease -

Right didi?"" He never let me forget my stomach ache incident. Kakku's 

dream of becoming doctor was not now constraint only to his wish but 

expectation of the whole family, It had become dream of the whole family. 

And the pressure of the dream had become termite which was eating up his 

mind. 

Those days Pitaji was just transferred to Delhi. I was studying in BA 

1st year. Kakku High School result was about to end. He was busy in filling 

forms of liT & Medical Institutes with full zeal. But precisely how tough & 

crude this competition will be, neither Kakku nor family had any idea about 

it. I was already out of this competition as I opted arts for my studies. 

Though Kakku become nervous sometimes that if he will not get admission 

then what he is going to do. Anyways, this thing was already in his heart that 

he is going to get admission almost somewhere. If not liT then somewhere 

else once he said. 

"What do you think didi, where am I going to get admission- medical 

or engineering?" 

"What do you want?" 

"Medical. Then I'll go to England for higher studies." 

Doctor of Amritsar had still impact on his mind. 

First time I felt relieved for being a girl. I had no worries like that. 

Nobody had any expectations from me. So no body was pressurising me 

either. As ... complaints since childhood ... came to an end. Nobody was 
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pressunzmg for getting good scores in my studies. Nobody was even 

bothered about my career. We used to bunk our classes, going to CP, movies 

but nobody had any objection with that. But Kakku gets scolded by 

everybody ifhe is scoring less in the exam. Pitaji's retirement was near so he 

was worried. He wanted to settle Kakku before he gets retired from his job. 

A small flaw in Kakku was unbearable for him. That Pitaji who always 

pamperd him so much, now Kakku was only receiving tensions & 

restlessness instead of his love. Both brothers with their families were settled 

in Assam & Bangalore. Pitaji had no expectations from them and to expect 

anything from a girl is not possible in this society. So Kakku had to achieve 

everything on his own. 

Sometimes I wonder why Pitaji made us study. Though all the sisters 

had left their study in mid only as they got married whilst doing their MA 

and all their studies and knowledge had gone to the dogs. Everybody used to 

say, they educate girls so that they could get married to better guys as they 

demand educated girls and as soon Pitaji got suitable match for daughters, he 

made them marry. Nevertheless, when we scored good marks in school, 

undoubtedly he used to feel proud of us. He discussed with his friends also 

& openly with remorse he also repeats this - what if they are good in studies 

- ultimately the belong to somebody else - excellent should be boys. Still he 

liked to discuss our excellence with his friends I fed now when we have 

grown up & we are well educated, he must have felt, that his status has also 

been raised because of this. And it somehow indicates that where girls are so 

well educated & intelligent in the family, the boy must be super intelligent. 



Might he haS allowed us to complete our studies but maa was in big hurry to 

get us married as soon as possible. 

It was beneficial for me from all sides. If I don't score very good 

marks in exams so ultimately I could get married & can get rid off 

everything or even If I performed well then also it was of no use. But off 

lately I realised its disadvantages. Even after scoring I51 division in the exam, 

Maa did not let me study further. After long debates & fights, father coaxed 

mother for my further studies. Maa also said yes because I actually had 

nothing to do before I get married so in meanwhile when they were in hunt 

of finding groom, I started studying. Maa always used to remain gloomy. 

Sometimes I felt maa is as far from our hearts as she seems close to our eyes. 

One hand she was worried about me. Kakku & my destiny was 

interconnected somehow. In his happiness lies my happiness & in his loss 

lies my loss of devastated unmarried life. 

But Kakku was sweating blood in the exam. He left no stone untumed 

.Whenever I used to get up at late night, his table lamp was always on. 

Whenever I came close to see him, he was always studying. And sometimes 

when he was taking nap in between, I switch off the lights. He wakes up & 

always said -" Let the lights on, I am studying". 

Kakku did not get 1st division because of 6 numbers. All sow with 

your hard work, the result is finally decided in those days that how much 

you are actually going to get harvested. 

No matter how much one create hue & cry, but those stains cannot be 

removed for your whole life. You can be cautious in future but your past 

always follows you. But at that adolescent age, nobody knows that it is just a 
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mild stain on the vast life's chapter. Rather it looks like a large dark tunnel 

which ultimately opens to the door of hell. As if Kakku's life's screen was 

covered with black curtains. All efforts were put, took help from all our 

acquaintances & approaches. Might those approaches were not influential 

enough- Pitaji was not that high post officer so that his position could help 

Kakku. Especially in Delhi, where there are people like Prime Ministers 

other high officials. He could not get admission in either Engineering or 

Medical. Pitaji said with a cold sigh - "From those you have high hopes, you 

get worst of them" (they turn out to be hopeless ones) A big arrow of 

hopelessness was struck in the heart. "God knows what this boy will do?" 

Kakku stopped talking to anybody. He started remaining out of the 

house, strolling like wanderers on the road----He never wanted to face Pitaji. 

When Pitaji used to come back, he always asked about him and we 

pretended his questions to be unheard. The whole house was mournful. My 

elder brother's letter also came, filled with mourn & disappointments- "It is 

very sad to know about Kakku's result. His whole life is spoilt. Apart from 

medical & engineering, only clerical jobs are left. Tell him to put his best 

efforts in BA- Only lAS chance is left, the competition is too tough. Don't 

know weather he will be able to crack it or not. Let Bygones be bygones 

yeah this is the only age where either you can study or waste your time. I 

always said that Kakku will be spoilt due to parents pamperize attitude but 

nobody listens to us". 

After reading the letter from bhaia, I got very scared about Kakku, as 

if somebody died in the house . Kakku's face, there was dark emptiness & 

silence on it like death. Though my heart was also filled with gloominess I 
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got more broken with Pitaji's disheartenedness. Really what dreams he had 

in his mind for Kakku- sixteen years of Kakku's life was like happiest of his 

life also. But now the whole face is changed. Not like seasons, seasons do 

change & come again- This change was like that if they have buried 

someone and putting painful efforts of trying to create new relation with that 

one. They had dreams to fly on Kakku's wings & now after slaughtering of 

those wings, they have to be bound to the soil. 

He had not even submitted application for in the regular colleges. He 

took admission in a regular college so that his one year would not be wasted. 

As if it was compromise with circumstances. After taking admission in B.Sc. 

he could apply anywhere. Here he took admission, these colleges were 

opened by that time. Kakku started going to college regularly. My college 

was in campus of university only so I take university special bus in the 

morning. Kakku's college was in South Delhi so that he used to move 

university because it take only half an hour to reach your hostel. By that time 

all our brother sisters were married & settled. We were the only college 

going students left. After college, we used to exchange. our house too. 

"Hey Kakku, how is your college going on?" 

"All right!" 

"What do you mean by all right? You are liking it?" 

"Hmmm----

"What, you don't like it?" 

"No, "its all right 
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"How are the lecturers there?" 

"They are ok. Classes are not yet started regularly" 

"You know any acquaintances .... anybody from the school?" 

"No, have not seen anybody yet, I was also trying to find someone. It 

is better not to see anyone - they will also be surprised? 

"Surprised why? 

"Yeah ..... that he is also here" 

"What do you mean?'' 

I pretend ignorant 

"Didi- don't know why ... but in school also everybody used to think 

like Maa, Pitaji- May be that's why, in these regular colleges, they treat me 

with contempt. It says that God takes revenge. 

"Why are you talking like that?" 

"Didi! -was not I too bright?" 

"Why you are asking like that?" 

"I thought I was bright - but why it had happened?" 

"This is not the only yardstick of intelligence Kakku" 

"But people consider so - can't I see you, maa- Pitaji brother 

everybody? Do you consider me the same? You really think I can't feel the 

difference in your eyes. In less than a month i can sense. That feelings in 

your heart is poles apart now from what it used to be earlier. You have 

started considering me a fool? 

He suddenly kept ·quite & went outside as if he did not want to talk 

about it .I could have felt his pain but it has new become like lacerated 
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wound in front of my eyes. Can I do something about it? I was thinking 

about it for a long time. Only sympathy is not remedy of this pain. 

Though in the world of studies & friends, I used to forget all about it, 

but Kakku was always there in my mind. In heart of hearts, I wanted him to 

be happy. But Kakku was not fine at all. I wanted him to take to my friends 

houses but he denied we went for a movie together but after sometimes he 

refused for that also. 

Once when I reached back home, he was already there, although his 

classes used to get finish very late after my classes. 

"Today you have come so early?" 

"just like that. .. " 

"had no class" 

"Its all boring there nothing happens there" 

"You have not made any friends?" 

"Nobody is even worth of becoming friends, everybody is too rustic" 

"But somebody ... " 

"I do not feel like going (there) 

"Kakku, what are you doing? You know if you again going to get low 

grades, you will loose this chance also" 

"No chance has left" 

"But still don't give up like this" 

"What to do didi - I don't like to be there' 

He lied on the bed helplessly 8i with cold eyes he was starting at the 

floor blankly. 
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Then he openly started spending his time lying on the bed instead of 

attending his classes. When I used to come at 2.30 pm, I was openly seeing 

him lying in the bed only. Maa was quite upset with that. 

Don't know what has happened to him. Every time he is lying on bed. 

doesn't even eat ... .infact takes breakfast at 4 o'clock in the evening. 

When Pitaji used to come back, Kakku had already left. For somedays 

Maa disguised the situation from Pitaji. She told me also to not to create 

scene in the house. Gradually we could see him lying on the bed in pitaji's 

presence. On Sunday, when Kakku, did not come to take for lunch, Pitaji 

asked in surprise "Why did not Kakku get up yet?" 

Maa did not show any complaint & tension & answered very calmly 

"he doeS like this these days" 

I could not understand the concern of maa for Kakku. She was 

disguising things from Pitaji & pretended that everything is right & fine -

Why maa was doing it? Was she denying the reality or was there some other 

problem which maa was hiding from all of us? The silent blank face was 

always showing some hidden pain in her. 

Pitaji was furious. 

"What do you mean he sleeps all day when I go to office, he is 

sleeping at that time also. 

He got up & roared loudly near his room. 

"Get up & come on the table for food" 

Without getting fresh when he came on table then maa scolded him- at 

least brush your teeth. How will your eat like this." 
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When Kakku came back after getting fresh. Everybody got up from 

the table by that time. 

He came quietly and sat on the table. An expression of strange guilt & 

Fear was there on his face. Don't know how much time he could have sat 

like that if maa had not asked him. 

"Wait, I'll heat up the food again, why don't you come outsides and sit 

in sunlight .We all arehere." 

He just said. 

"No, please give me here only." 

Six monthly sessionals comes Kakku has no preparation. Pitaji, forces 

Kakku & make him go to college. Don't know what happens here. Kakku 

says that he attends all classes but his attendance is so low that he could not 

get permission to sit in the exam. But anyways with some adjustments, time 

is granted for the betterment of conduct. 

After the exam, I went to the Buddha Jayanti gardens with friends. 

Kakku was roaming there, long heighted & good physique. A nice oval face 

with sharp features. The dimple of the cheek had become more deep. Light 

moustaches & few hair of beard on the face. But the face was pale & off as 

if he is lost somewhere else . I make him meet to all. With his bowed head 

he said hello. His clothes are untidy. I feel embarrassed in front of friends. 

He has no friends - roaming alone & if they ask me about his college then 

what will I say. Kakku waved bye to us & goes away. Sandhya out of 

curiosity asked "What your brother does?" 

"Goes to college"· 

"Which college" 
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"Sana tan Dharm" 

She doesn't ask anything else. Might because of my cut short answer 

or because she considers my brother as nothing. That day I kept on looking 

at the clouds in the sky. 

After that the day I remember is of March when the heat was instilled 

with the fragrance of Mangoes. I was sitting outside in the lawn under the 

Mango tree & was preparing for my exams. This was my favourite place to 

study in this season. Though didn't get mangoes to eat but the dense cold 

shadow was very relaxing. Before the fruits get ripped, parrots used to eat up 

all mangoes or maa used it for pickles. Due to greenery of leaves, parrots 

were camouflaged when we used to throw stones on tree they used to fly in 

flocks. We only got left over & their shit which was fallen on our head. But 

still I wanted to sit there only. Because of this I could get rid of getting 

disturbed by chit chat of maa & maids. I could study with full concentration. 

I was reading dream theory of Freud in my psychology book. Suddenly 

Pitaji's voice like storm strikes hit my ear. Somebody, who else than Kakku, 

was getting trashed by Pitaji. 

"Shameless! don't you feel ashamed of yourself? Now you have steep 

down to level of lechery & shamelessness." 

I trembled with fear & went to bungalow. 

Pitaji went to the bedroom of Kakku & brought him out of his bed. He 

. was punching him badly on his stomach & back. When he used to stop him 

with his hands then he started kicking his stomach. Pitaji had gone crazy as 

if he had committed some murder. Maa did not even try to save him which 

was quite unusual. Kakku had committed something which was cross the 
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limits of forgiveness. But what actually he had done & he is behaviour like a 

small puppy in front of Pitaji I went to maa in nervousness. 

"Why you are not stopping Pitaji? Why is he beating him like this" 

"because of this deeds" 

"What deed?" 

"Whatever the boys do--" 

"What ? holding in hand" 

Something did strike me 

"but beating like this- he has not commited any sin" 

"Don't talk rubbish. He will manage. None of your business. You go 

outside & study:" 

That was none of my business & I was the only one who was studying 

psychology that time so I could understand these things a bit. But Maa 

declared that I don't have any right to talk about it. It is beyond limit of my 

concern. I could not understand anything & came back disappointedly. 

I could have understood Maa's point of view to some extent Maa-

Pitaji life was very disciplined, sober & restrained.Pitaji never touched 

alcohol or any drugs in his whole life & never spare anyone if he dares to do 

that. Maa never use to eat anything before doing regular pooja. Winters-

Summers, she used to take bath with cold water. Pitaji was also regular & 

disciplined in his life .After his father died, all the responsibility of his 

sibbling was on him. As he was the eldest brothers, he did his responsibility 

with full conviction & dedication & honesty. Earlier his brother sisters & 

then his kids - all his life spent in settling everybody in their life. He was 

proud of that. He was happy for doing something not disappointed with that. 
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Pitaji was instilled wit all principles of Gandhiji (Aryasamaj andSanatan 

Dharma). May be that is why such kind of behaviour of Kakku was 

unpardonable to him. Life's chief moral values were: early to rise, taking 

bath & keeping himself away from all kinds of vices. I never revolted openly 

but I was not very fond of his lifestyle. 

After that, one day I saw myself. Kakku's room was open .Pitaji also 

had told him to not to shut the door & warned him that if he dares to do that 

he will not be allowed to have single room. Till now, Kakku had always 

high status in the house & he got the biggest room of the house. Instead of 

not selecting in medical, room was not snatched from him. But now he had 

got warning of getting it snatched. He was very attached to his room - if I 

enter his room without knocking, he used to get offended. 

Kakku was lying flat on the bed & pillow was down under his belly. 

He was rubbing his body against the pillow. He was holding bed edge with 

one hand and &second hand was on his belly. He was shaking his body so 

badly that even the bed was shaking with that rhythm Kakku. He was 

unconscious & did not even realise that somebody is standing on the door or 

the noise which is coming due to banging of the bed to the wall could attract 

attention of the whole house. He was unconsciously in spell of some 

unknown crazily rustic power. As if somebody is undercontrol of some spirit 

& gets disconnected from its surrounding unconsciously. His all senses are 

centered on some mysterious unseen, unknown direction & moves here there 

under that spell. He was in the same condition. Don't know from where 

Pitaji came. He hold him from his early hairs, & started punching his hair. 

Kakku for sometime did not understand what is going on, he kept on bearing 
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that punches. Then he tried to save or defend him with pillow, Pitaji was 

abusing him in fit of anger. Whatever part was not covered with Pitaji, he 

was punching him. Suddenly like an injured elephant, he stumbled (roar) 

loudly. 

Please forgive me! won't do it- wont ever do it again. 

So helpless & drenched pain voice was that. Don't know, I somehow 

remember that sadist poets who celebrate the feeling of hindrance in the 

physical pleasure & everybody applauds for their creativity. But when that 

lack somebody tried to fill by the means of sexual pleasure, then it is 

considered as unpardonable & punishable offence. Are human emotions & 

needs should occur with the permission of society? Is the criteria of being a 

good human is to suppress & vanish them- definition of goodness? Kakku's 

pain & screaming was considered that he was deservant of it. Nobody felt 

sympathy with that pain. Those things, desires or behaviour which is 

unacceptable, even the pain occur due to all these is also unacceptable. The 

pleasure he was imagining, was so abominable that he got punished as 

culprit & that too brutally. I felt sudden storm inside. I went inside the room 

& tried to stop Pitaji's hand with my both hands. 

"Please do not thrash him more. He is not a kid anymore. He is 

sixteen now. 

"Don't you dare to do that again. This what you are learning in 

college. Shameless, this only you will do in your life .... don't know what 

sins I have committed in my previous life, so that I am suffering today. All 

her studies are useless. 

He went outside the room & I whispered to Kakku. 
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"Why don't you take care? Get thrashed uselessly ..... " 

He lied down on the bed helplessly tired, turning his back towards me 

One day, I was studying under the same Mango tree. He came & 

stood near by me. After many days he came alone to talk to me. 

"How is everything going on,Kakku?" 

" wanted to ask you one thing didi ... " 

"yeah say" 

he was hesitant a bit 

then I said 

"Yeah, please speak up" 

"Didi--- that girl---- don't remember her name which girl 

That girl who was my friend in childhood". 

"Which friend?" 

your some friend 

"That girl - which you people used to tease me with her name." 

"You are talking about Guddi?" 

"Yes- I am talking about her .Where in she these days" 

"I do not know where are those folks these days. But it has been ages. 

Why you remembering her today?" 

"I want to meet her." 

I was bewildered. How Kakku is talking - long back childhood teasing 

- Is he talking seriously or in jest. But Kakku face expression was too 

serious. He told me again. 

"Didi, It is very important for me to meet her. I have to discuss 

something very important with her." 
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"What do you want to talk?" 

One thing --- very important ----- want to talk to her only - he was 

repeating it. 

This was so baseless, that I was completely answerless for it. 

Inquisitiveness of Kakku about it made me irksome. 

I have no idea where those guys are purled - but that girl must have 

forgotten everything. That time she was merely three. And anyways it was 

unless, everybody was bidding. 

I might was trivial to you all, not for me. I really want to meet her 

would you please help me. 

It was actually a Herculean task but Kakku was not ready to accept 

this helplessness. According to him if didi wants it to happen, she can do this 

and I was wondering how come he remembers this girl. That time he was 

merely 5 years old kid. Yes, but we had been teasing him for a long period. 

And it was so normal I never felt that Kakku had ever taken it seriously. 

Sometimes Didi or Maa used to tease him --- This girl is so beautiful ---- we 

will marry her to you - And Kakku hides her face in lap of Didi or Maa in 

embarrassment - but its been ages. Such innocent thing - once they were 

transferred we all had forgotten them. They were just our neighbours. I 

could not understand how Kakku's memory has become so sharp. I told him 

" Ok- I'll let you know" - But I don't think that anybody will have any idea 

of that. 

"Please 

No matter how didi .... but please let me know. 
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When Kakku went away, I started reading my book of Psychology 

again .May be this way of teasing kids is not right - these things stay in their 

heart. I was unsuccessfully trying to sort out the tricky questions while 

reading my BA Psychology book. 

I was thinking - I should talk to Pitaji. Off course I was bit hesitant, 

that might he will again start thrashing Kakku. But during those days the 

ultimate remedy was with Pitaji only. No matter things are right or wrong , 

they have to reach Pitaji. 

I was trying to build an introduction that how to talk to Pitaji, again 

Kakku asked me -" Did you enquire ... ?" 

I said suddenly- "yes I have to talk to Pitaji." 

Kakku trembled with fear & turned pale. "No didi please, don't talk to 

Pitaji about it" 

I realised my mistake. I tried to make up. 

"Who else will know about it Kakku other then Pitaji.He must be knowing 

where was Guddi's father got transferred. Pitaji will be knowing it or he can 

ask in his office also. I will not tell him that you have asked about it. 

Then he got satisfied and than he said while going 

"Didi please do it fast. Else it will be too late." 

I was stunned. Why is he in such a rush. 

Kakku became more depressed in few days. When he was at home he 

will always be in his room otherwise he was strolling all day outside, God 

knows where. He also did not want to come to dining table for dinner at 

night. If somehow he comes on my or mother's request, he never used to 

look at anybody and ate silently. In fact meanwhile he was on the dinner 
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table, a kind of tension always prevailed. I had always seen maa staring at 

his face continuously. A weird transparent expression was on his face 

always. Don't know whether she was trying to catch the tension on Kakku's 

face or she was upset with something else. 

Kakku was kind of now uncontrollable for everybody. The moments 

he got up, Pitaji told maa "Do something about him, how far will go like 

this." 

What could she do? What anybody could do? He was changing but 

nothing was so abnormal. 

One day, while going to college I saw maa talking to pitaji very 

seriously. That evening maa said - Get ready in the morning. Panditji is 

going to perform Yajna. 

Yajna was performed for Kakku only. It was long. The offering of 

ghee in Yajna was performed by Kakku only. Pandit ji prayed for Kakku's 

rightful thinking & virtuous path . While going he said he will become 

doctor, going to roam the whole world & will bring good name to the 

family. An expression of relief was on the face instead of fear. Now 

atmosphere of prosperity & hope was prevailing in the house. I always tried 

to find joyful reffling from Kakku's frigid face. As if Kakku is in some other 

world sometimes he was not even listening to Panditji & then maa held his 

hand made him perform his offering. Those red shadows which were 

reflecting on Maa's face were bringing a great confidence on her face, as if 

Kakku is going to be all right definitely. That's why when Panditji blessed 

him & said may you become doctor in future, maa immediately offer 501 as 
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guru dakshina.Those days, it was almost like whole month's salary . I also 

knew this that she cherished all this to fulfill her unfulfilled wishes for ages. 

After few days, a strange thing happened. He came to me & he was 

holding a fresh edition of picture weekly in his hand. There was a picture of 

queen of England. He showed me the picture & said - "I know her you 

remember, she used to come to our Firozpur mansion." 

I felt that Kakku is going far from us somewhere. I tried to comfort 

him- "She is queen Elizabeth Kakku. How can she come to our house?" 

" 

"But she looks like I am acquainted with her?" 

"Its, because you have seen her pictures many time before?" 

"But its not about the picture only, I really know her. You at least ask 

"Whom should I ask?" 

"From her only? 

"You mean from queen?" 

"Yes you make call to her?" 

"What has happened to you Kakku! She lives in England" 

"It will be too costly to call her" 

"Its not about money - she lives in a palace. You can't talk to her on 

phone." 

"But didi, she can tell her address - she knew her also" 

"Who" 

"That girl -·what is her name" 

"Guddi. 

"Yes, yes- that girl. 
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I felt weird inside - a kind of disappointment had fallen inside. Many 

things were change in front of my eyes & I was clenching my hand and was 

trying to hold water in my fist. 

I have no idea that now to deal with Kakku's questions . I could see 

that he is not able to differentiate between reality & imagination. But it was 

my first time that somebody was talking to me like this. That too my real 

brother-----I did not want to show him my tears. I could not even call him 

now crazy in jest. 

Kakku went away but suddenly tears dropped from my eyes in fear 

something inevitable. Things were out of hands now and I had to tell Pitaji . 

I had to tell him everything no matter what. 

After listening to me, Pitaji became outrageous suddenly- He was 

more understanding than me - I felt ashamed of myself - how could I have 

thought that he will start thrashing after listening to me. Without experience 

we know so little about life and little the knowledge bigger the fear. But 

sometimes fear enhances after we get to know about the things. That is why, 

that time I trembled with fear when I saw that tension on Pitaji's face. He 

only said that "May be we should talk to some doctor. I'll talk to Pawan." 

Pawan uncle was surgeon - Pitaji's cousin and close friend. Pitaji had 

regards for them. Although I like Uncle Aunt too. But there was a huge 

difference between our & their living standards. Their standards were too 

westemised as Aunt also stayed in England. In their presence, Maa looked 

very simple & homely who generally used to look very smart all the times. 

Their daughter was studying in convent & they used to cook continental 

food. Maa & Kakkku were not so comfortable with them. Often we went to 
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their home with parents only. Pitaji had built many forts of our intelligence 

in front of him. May be he wanted to show that though I have not achieved 

success in my life as you have become surgeon but my children will 

definitely achieve it. How shallow all these hopes & expectations have 

become for Pitaji. Now he has to take advice from him for Kakku only. 

Uncle talked to somebody in his psychiatric department m his 

hospital. He told Pitaji that Kakku has examined by the doctor. 

But who could persuade Kakku for going to the hospital Pitaji told me 

to convince him. 

Kakku was still asking about Guddi from me. One day I snubbed him 

& said you are talking so weird these days that even Pawan uncle was saying 

that you should meet psychiatrist. 

"What do you mean? Have I gone crazy?" 

"Arrey! who is saying that you are crazy! But meeting psychiatrist is 

not a bad idea. You can ask him what ever you feel like .... You can also ask 

him why you don't want to go to college. Why don't you feel like studying-

He will only help you. Nothing to worry. 

He somehow liked my suggestion. These days he was trusting me 

only or might he felt its me only, who could understand him. He was scared 

while talking to Pitaji and he was not able to pierce the unassailable silence 

on Maa's face. Ma's silent continuous stare made him far away from her. He 

felt that she is not able to understand him - she is from some other world. 

Things which he has discussed it with me," If I would have told maa, she 

would have created hue & cry in the house. It is possible that I am taking her 

wrong. But nobody had talked to her about it & she had no idea how serious 
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was Kakku's condition. But without knowing, she was busting into tears for 

Kakku. That is why Kakku felt hesitated from her. That's why Kakku had 

considered me as the most trust worthy person in the family. Uncle came in 

his car. Pitaji made Kakku sit in such a way that as if he is going for some 

leisure trip. Earlier also we had travelled in uncle's car for such events only. 

Pitaji never had a car. We had so many sibblings that it was not possible to 

had it in one salary. But still he sometimes asked uncles' old car for our 

usual hangouts. But today uncle had brought his new American car. Kakku 

was not thinking anything else & was more excited about the drive. That 

time I felt as if I am betraying Kakku. As if I am poisoning him by the name 

of the medicine_,th ough it was not like that after all uncle was renowned in 

his profession. According to his advice, there was no scope of doubts in it. 

And then he also said that you don't need to worry. Heart was full of fear. 

When I was taking Anshu to the hospital this fear was far more wide -

--that time there were very few chances of his survival. After falling from 

first floor of the building chances of survival must be very less. That too, 

two years old kid. All things happened in fraction of seconds in front of my 

eyes - the whole account of life of somebody and his whole responsibility 

was on me - no body's else - no chance of blaming someone else. It was only 

my ignorance, my foolishness or my hard luck - so easily- it is so easy that 

somebody is ruined in less thar. fraction of seconds - could not believe it -

but whatever has happened, to not to believe the reality is meaningless & 

filthy - its a hallow process- an incurable pains! If I would ·have known that a 

moment will bring such results - I would have abandon sleep forever. After 

all I have done it now I have not been slept since that day. If I would not 
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have been slept that time,the whole picture would have been different. My 

sweet little Anshu would have been playing the same. His tiny little shining 

eyes would have some recognition of our relation which was always there 

like cemented bricks in our foundation of relation. When I used to call, he 

whins & when I used to stare at him angrily, as if he was challenging me 

more & making much noise. Those all playful activities were freezed due to 

some unknown fear. Now 1 continuously hear my own voice time & again 

which is no unaffected in everyway - No effect happened - no chances are 

left. That time I used to stop him from doing mischievousness and now I 

wait that he again creates world of mischievousness & I can loose myself in 

that. My eyes keep on waiting for his whines, for his eyes haughtiness even 

for his misdeeds.My heart longs for it. It is so weird that somebody so close 

-turns into complete stranger. No reminiscence left how exactly it was. And 

when eyes are so use to its old original form, it is really .tough to accept its 

new changes. Then somewhere the pain of heart makes you feel that wish 

for the old original form. But you also feel that you have seen at least some 

part of original form - at least you have its sweet memories - the autumn 

brings the memories of spring, definitely have its importance. You can coax 

your heart by saying this .. it was not like that before - It cannot be like this 

forever - things will be better so I bear everything while holding this ray of 

hope lightly bear everything, earlier as well as now also I am bearing with it. 

Kakku reached home at late hours. His face was completely pale as if 

he was wearing garb of some dead body. Eyes starting at emptiness, stoned 

with terror he looked at me as if he had not seen me, as if he was not seeing 

anything .Those eyes were there ---meaninglessly. 
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Pitaji's face was full of tension, eagerness, unsaid pain. He was also 

not looking at anybody as if this thing happened with his consent & still was 

against his wishes - & now he could not blame anybody. Uncle dropped 

them & went back. He turned and said to Pitaji "don't worry, everything will 

be all right, & took the car away". 

I was standing stunned in the varanda watching all this. Maa was 

inside the kitchen. The moment, I hesitantly reached Pitaji Kakku ignored 

me & went to his room I asked very slowly! softly. 

"What did doctor say?" 

"Electric shock has given" - he said. The treatment should be started 

by today only. Otherwise conditions can be more worse. 

"Then- -on."" 

"What-- is there something? 

"His face is too quite- did not even talk to me." 

"yes .. he is silent since that moment" 

"Should I talk to him" 

When I went to his room, he was lying on his bed 

"What happened Kakku" 

"It was very painful let me sleep" 

A few days, one morning when Kakku woke up, no emptiness was 

there in his eyes, a calm smile was shining on his face- freshness was on his 

face. 

"Lets go & watch movie Kakku? Devanand's new movies has come." 

Devanand was his favourite hero but Kakku did not pay any attention 

to what I said. He was looking himself in mirror of dressing table. 
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I'll take hair cut today. Hair have glow longer. He called maa & went 

to ask money from his. a kind of freshness was there on his face- from where 

its coming, why it is coming till where it is going on - completely 

incomprehensible. 

In the evening he was fiddling with his notes. 

"Didi do you have new notebook? Why you need it?'' 

"Want to go college tomorrow"" 

"Will you go to college tomorrow? 

"Yes ... I have already missed it for past many days." 

A ray of hope scrambled. If Kakku's again starts going to college 

everything will be all right. 

Next day he went to college. After that he even went to college for 

few days more. But he did not talk about college with us. When we asked 

him he could hoaxed by saying yes- no uninterestedly. One day, I was in 

mood of digging out. 

"Did your classmates ask you where were you for so many days." 

"Which class fellows?" 

Boys of your class: who else? 

"I do not go to the class" 

"so what do you do in the college?" 

They stare at me in a weird ways. 

"What do you mean?" 

"Didi!They are not good." 

Kakku had mixed expressions of fear & pain in his eyes. 

"Why do you say like that?" 
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"They are heartless, brutal people." 

"Have you met teachers?" 

"No, they are very far" 

Te answer was very weird. 

"Should I come with you? In fact Pitaji can also come." 

No ... no ... absolutely not.. you don't go to them. But Kakku how far 

can go like this. We have to talk to the teacher. They will not let you sit in 

the exam. 

All right I will talk to him. You don't go to college. Don't have any 

need of sending Pitaji also. 

Kakku might not had gone even to the building of the college. 

Because next day, In between my classes, I went to his college. I saw him 

strolling far from main building in same deserted /desolated comer. He did 

not see me, neither did I want. Heart was so restless that day - kept on 

thinking - what to do. 

Bfore I would have said or done something, Kakku already stopped 

pretending that he is going to college. Though it was meaningless. But not 

going anywhere meant to be locked in the room all day. An unwanted 

situation was again risen. 

One day again he suddenly said- "Didi, did you talk to her on phone?" 

"What phone?" 

"that one ... that girl..." 

"Which girl?" 

"That girl, that childhood friend." 

"which friend?" 
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I was deliberately trying to avoid the topic. "Didi, you only told me 

that she is my friend. She is going to get married to me. I love he"r. 

"What nonsense. It was just a joke. You are taking it seriously 

anyways." 

I snubbed Kakku so he kept quite. 

Pitaji again caught him in the same condition he repeatedly said 

"Don't hit me, don't hit me" Won't ever repeat that again, wont repeat that 

a gam. 

Pitaji reliable source was uncle ( chacha) only so he talked to him 

only. Again decision was taken "Again electric stock will be given but the 

question was that who is going to convince Kakku. When Pitaji talked to 

Kakku, he plainly said No. 

"He will again give me electric shocks, its very painful" 

This time we will not let them give you any shocks. You please come. 

This time when elder brother came in vacations so somehow he 

convinced Kakku & took him to psychiatrist. Again electric shocks were 

gtven. 

Now he started fearing from bhaia & PitajiJwhenever I use to look at 

him, shadows of fear & doubts were always lying in his eyes. 

Pitaji tried to convince him. 

"Beta,once you get fine you can lead a normal life." 

"I am already fine. What has happened to me." 

"Doctor says that you have to go next week also." 

"Doctor doesn't know anything. He gives such strange shocks I will 

not go." 
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"You have to go Kakku, no other remedy is there. l am taking 

appointment on Tuesday. Raghu bhaia will also be there. 

Pitaji, declared his verdict. Whenever he used to be in such declaration tone, 

Kakku, remained quite with tears. This time again he did not rebel but yes he 

kept on starting at him with bewilderment. 

Monday Evening, when i came back from college, that time Kakku was not 

at home. At night, everybody had food silently around dinning table but 

Kakku did not reach home. Maa started getting tensed. Pitaji was not feeling 

well. He said- "Apart from waiting, we don't have other choice." 

lt was 12 o'clock at night & nobody slept. Maa said that we should infonn to 

the police. Then Bhaia adviced not to do that. Reasonlessly whole world 

will come to know about it, we should wait til the morning. 

lfhe doesn't come till morning 9 'o-1 0 o'clock, then only we will investigate. 

Nobody slept properly that night. All night we could hear the sound of 

somebody going to washroom. The only fear l had ... Kakku might have done 

some harm to himself. What could be the consequences as he had been 

living in fear, doubts & doubts. l could not have any courage to think 

anything positive in such circumstances. 

That dried tear in Maa's eye was about to fallen down, suddenly phone rang 

Mausi told us that Kakku had reached there. Though he often go to her 

house but this kind of sudden arrival of Kakku bewildered her also. But she 

did not make any fuss about it. In morning, Kakku told her to not to tell to 

the parents then Aunt (Mausi) said that everybody will be tensed so she 

called us. Maa was relaxed but Pitaji was angry. Pitaji took leave from the 

office so that he could take him to the doctor. He told mausi to tell Kakku to 
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come back soon. But Kakku was neither ready to talk on phone nor he was 

ready to come back home. He told mausi don't tell anything to them. They 

will take me back. 

Mausi did not know anything. She was surprised to see that what Kakku is 

saying. Where will they take him? She started sermonizing. 

"It seems that you have beaten him badly this time ... what is such a big 

issue ... he is so scared. Poor chap. children commit mistakes. Why you 

heated him so brutally so that he ran away. 

Maa or Pitaji did not say anything about it. In afternoon, Pitaji & Bhai both 

went to bring Kakku. Doctor & hospital was now a secret matter in home. 

Now we don't used to talk about Kakku in front of Kakku. 

Kakku left in morning saying he was leaving for the college. Kakku always 

tried to not to come in front of Pitaji. Mostly he asked food in his room only 

by giving pretext that he is studying and this way he could get rid off seeing 

us on dinning table. Usually he caught repeating his mistake again & again 

that made Pitaji very paranoid & heated him. But it seemed that it was not in 

his control. 

We all felt that something was not right somewhere. But also realized that 

going to doctor will be a futile exercise, matter will become more worse. 

Everybody was trying to do something according to their wisdom & 

capability. Maa gave mixture of almonds to Kakku to have so that his 

memory will be sharpen. When Pitaji gets very upset, he used to go to 

uncle's house so that he could get any suggestions. But he could not suggest 

anything apart from going to hospital .Pitaji was not feeling well these days. 

Every time he was tensed about Kakku. 
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On one hand, I somewhere believed that the root cause of this problem is his 

physical discontentment. Those days, I used to read psychology books with 

so much interest. The renowned psychologist Sigmund Freud were well 

known to everybody. I was also inspired by him. (He was my mentor too). 

on such criterias, I started believing that physical discontentment is a chief 

cause of his mental imbalance. Then I became very distressed because to 

spoil someone's life for such meager reason is sheer foolishness. However, I 

used to hesitate to discuss such things to myself even. But I could 

understand this thing that life is anytime bigger than any law, any restriction 

any rule and I have to save Kakku's life- Nothing is important than Kakku's 

life. Therefore, one day I talked to maa-Pitaji. 

"Why don't you take him to same prostitute?" 

Maa was aghast ."what? What the hell you are talking about." 

Then she turned to Pitaji & said "She has gone crazy." 

"Don't you feel ashamed of yourself? This what you learn in college. I can 

see that day by day you kids are becoming shameless . Don't know! What 

kind of time has come. What kind of attitude these kids have .... 

Maa was somewhere hurt because of me and said- "Shameless .. how dare 

you thought about your brother like this." 

Only after taking name of prostitute maa started showing her contempt, her 

rage & her disgust against the profession of prostitution & awarded me with 

the degrees slut, whore, lunatic etc. Pitaji could understand my logic but 

didn't support me. He only said- "Beta, think before you speak." 

Then again I pressurized & said. 
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But I am completely sure that he will be all right after that. You go & don't 

talk much ... have read few books & considering yourself intelligent than a 

doctor. 

When Pitaji also rejected my suggestion then i thought that this is a big gap 

between two generations & it's not easy to overcome for me alone. Though 

even I did not know that whatever I was saying was how much impractical 

or right. 

But I got more distressed - I do not know how to make these people 

understand that such kind of discontentment can lead to what kind of 

consequences in somebody's life. I myself bear all those upheavals & 

somehow controlled and prepared myself for long wait of marriage. I know 

one cannot change the structure of the world but I could mould myself. How 

tender & soft we girls are! To talk about boys in college with friends, to 

tease each other with some guy's name, to enjoy guy's eve teasing on the 

road. In such thing, we used to find fulfillment of physical desires - But 

Kakku had no such group of friends - had to find this contentment through 

his body only. 

Can I help my brother in any way - I always use to think like this. What is 

my responsibility? What are my limits? Can I make him meet any girl 

without telling her real condition? Would somebody be able to give her love 

after knowing his condition ?but how I can put some girl in trouble? Isn't it 

better if I serve myself instead of them? What brother sister relationship is? 

It it too immoral to use your body for saving your brother - Is there no other 

description or definition of this deed? However, I have thought like this, but 
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can I actually muster up my courage? Do I have the courage to break the 

norms and face those contemptuous eyes of family & society. 

Though something had happened between me & Kakku I was merely four or 

five year old . Whatever happened between us, could happen only in 

darkness of ignorance & unconsciousness. I have blurred remembrance of 

that. But in that remembrance, there is innocence in it. No malice in it. No 

immorality involved. Everybody was slept. Suddenly in our playful mood 

we started touching each other's parts. A quaint kind of curiousty. 

Inquisitiveness was arisen for each other, to touch each other to find out the 

difference between us .We had bit realization that these things should not be 

done and that's why we were doing in noon time in a solitary place. Still I 

consider our deed very innocent & inoffensive. We understood the piousness 

of brother- sister relationship off lately. That time it was a mere 

inquisitiveness. That pure primitive charm of male female relationship, 

which were garbed & painted on the names of beauty & ugliness. For some 

eyes the deed was ugly. But I had no realisations of that ugliness at that time. 

That is very much natural. Isn't it useless to search for ugliness, immorality 

& impropriety? 

But today ... after my social conditioning can I consider this deed seamless? 

& can I be conducive after considering this deed seamless? may be no 

question of seamlessness can be arisen here. Because at this time only pain 

& sympathy is there in then heart. No inquisitives .. helplessness of affection 

! Does this helplessness has this power to open up my social conditioning & 

break it down & make itself alive again. 
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Storm arose many time. Many times, I prepared to break it down into pieces. 

But it arose inside & got suppressed inside only. I was coward. I could not 

do anything. That house where taking name of prostitute could create such 

massive reaction, Don't know my this deed would have created what? 

Pitaji sent Kakku to Shimla. Pitaji told Didi- 'He does not concentrate in 

studies. All day he is doing vagrancy. If you find some good college in 

Shimla. You make his admission in some boarding. 

Didi was happy & her daughter was excited to see their uncle. Kakku was 

ready for Didi's place. Might, in his heart he also craved for change. Here in 

Didi's place, all facilities were there like Pitaji's house but without any 

restriction, that's why we all liked to go there. It was not like that didi was 

not disciplined but because we used to meet her rarely so she pampered us 

also. The responsibility of discipline was on Pitaji. 

Didi didn't find anything abnormal about Kakku. He used to play with kids, 

He used to take them on bicycle to market & park. After few days, they 

started noticing that he gets lost in his own world. Sometimes she wrote 

letter to Pitaji - don't know what has happened to Kakku. Don't take care of 

his food or anything. I keep breakfast on the table, keep on calling him ... he 

does not come, does not wake up till 11 o'clock. Doesn't take care of 

anything. -bathing, eating nothing oftenly I ask him something but he does 

not pay any attention. He keeps on working at me blankly as if he is not 

listening anything. 

Does he do the same thing with you or 1s his 

problem with the place- I find his behaviour quite strange. 
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After this many things happened which she discussed us after meeting 

with us that Kakku did not sleep till 2 o'clock . One night she saw 

lights on in his room. Kakku was staring picture of a model 

in a magazine. After seeing he said -" Didi's she is the same 

girl." 

"Which girl?" 

- "I know this girl. I met this girl in Delhi." 

Didi didn't get any clue of this. But she felt the expression of his 

face was really weird .Jijaji also got awake by the noise. After that 

night they did not let their daughters come close to Kakku. After 

hearing all things about her brother, she felt hurt. But for safety of 

her daughter, she started keeping eye on him. Anyhow she also 

remembered the excessive pampered behaviour of Maa-Pitaji for Kakku. 

That is why she said - "he has spoilt by Pitaji pampered behaviour, he 

used to take him to club, made him watch English movies- Because of 

English movies, so much of sex it instilled in his mind & cannot think 

anything else. If he had keep him in discipline since beginning nothing 

would have had happened .We were under strict discipline of Pitaji that 

is why we are well settled now." 

crHe let Kakku's do whatever he wanted. It 
~':I 

IS very important to give right guidance to the children. We were 

brought up in the same family, but me & didi were poles apart in our 

ideology. May be because we had age gap of almost a decade but may be 

there were some facts in her statement. 
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We were too embarrassed after receiVmg didi's letter Pitaji said-

"After all she is our daughter. We should have told her." 

Maa said what to tell. Anyways nothing serious has happened to him. 

Even I felt that what to tell about him. Pitaji though had cleared it 

earlier only that he is misled & lecher and for the change of environment he 

had been sent there. 

Nobody among us wanted to believe that there is something wrong 

with Kakku. Somewhere we believed that there was something wrong in us 

only.... or in Pitaji ... something wrong.. or in family's atmosphere ... 

or something was wrong in city's atmosphere which was spoiling Kakku. 

If we made him away from all this atmosphere so may be everything 

will be all right when we sent him to Didi. We all had some similar kinds 

of hopes. 

After recetvmg didi's letter we were more bogged m quilt & 

embarrassment. 

And with this all our hopes & possibilities for Kakku's were also 

shattered. 

When Kakku returned from didi's place he seemed quite weak 

as if some pain is lingering inside. He was not interested to talk to 

anybody. He was too lost in himself. 

Now Pitaji maa had new tension of his health. Maa made him eat with 

her hands like small kid. His appetite was also reduced. 

Chacha told about new Private Hospital in the city where patients of 

mental ailments were treated in more sensitive manner & where patients 

are not given any electric shocks. Through medicines,the 
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chemical imbalance of patients mind were treated. Chacha & Kakku 

persuaded Kakku with lot of love & he was convinced to go to 

hospital as he got rid of electric shocks. 

Doctor of that hospital was studied from abroad & he become very 

well known in small span of time in a city. 

When Pitaji took Kakku to the Doctor & when he came back, he was 

also quite happy. 

This doctor talks very nicely like a friend After one two visits, doctor 

advised to admit Kakku in the hospital. Kakku needed close monitoring. 

Kakku liked Doctor's behaviour that is why he was easily convinced. 

Though other patients of ward were in more worse condition as 

compare to Kakku. But he was ready to get admitted in hospital without any 

disconcert. The moment he entered inside the hospital he was hovered by 

other boys of ward. He was quite irritated by them. He looked as us 

helplessly & kept quite. As if he has decided inside, fine, you can try this 

also. 

After three four weeks, Kakku seemed to be recovering. His apatite 

also came to normal & his cheeks also become plumpy. Though he was thin 

since childhood but he did not look meek any more. But he got perturbed by 

the presence of other patients around him every time he used to say. 

"I am fine didi! Why don't you let me come to home? Do you find me 

crazy like these people? Take me to home please? 

I felt crying loud. Because I knew that doctor is not going to let him 

leave so soon. 
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After few days, when Kakku emphasised for his going back, doctor 

said if Kakku keeps on taking his medicine on time, he can go back home. 

That time we did not realise that making him take the medicine is 

such a big task . Kakku hated having medicine everyday. We used to find 

new ways of making him have his medicine. But for him coming back to 

home was such a big boon.Such big boon that we used to threaten him of 

going back to hospital so that he can have his medicine. He used to get 

scared by name of hospital like a child & had his medicine quietly. 

When Kakku was recovering & coming back to normal, I also started 

my regular life. 

There are very few moments in my life which I can actually call as 

relaxed moments. After Anshu's birth, there is not a single moment which I 

can call as carefree. Initially I was playing role of mother but now I had 

become his nurse too which was of more responsibility. Ashok was never 

sympathetic towards this role. He always felt that this problem with me is 

more as compare to Anshu. 

The moment we reached back home from hospital, Ashok started 

compelling me to get ready as we had a party that evening in a hotel. Ashok 

wore his silk shirt & Italian design black tie. 

Its 8.30 and you are not getting up. You are sitting beside him as if he 

is going to be all right with your presence. 

I don't feel like going. What is such a big issue? don't feel like 

leavinging him alone. Ram singh is there in the house. Servant can not take 

care of sick child. What if he falls again? Now you are uselessly getting 
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worried that he will fall again. "Don't be silly. Now get up and get ready we 

are already late". 

"No Ashok, I am not going. If you want to, you can go I will not leave 

him alone." 

That was the first time when Ashok went to same party without me. 

Before going, he again asked me - "Would you get ready right now. We can 

reach there late." 

"No Ashok, Even if I go, I will keep on thinking about Anshu. I won't 

be able to talk to anybody properly so what use of going them." 

"As you wish. But I have to go. To be locked like this inside the house 

will lead to hamper by business." 

It happened once or twice again. Then Ashok got habituated of going 

alone. He stopped even asking me. We were no more together sharing our 

evenings. I had no complaints against him. The only thing pinching inside-

the streak of pain which keeps on lingering inside - the way Ashok has 

called it mere piece of flesh so convenient. I could not have done that. The 

life which was endearing & important to me more than my life, that life has 

become of a piece of flesh for its bearer. Is this the difference because I am a 

mother? Is mother word indicates only helplessness? Might it was only 

helplessness. That is why when Kakku came home from hospital, I went on-

trip with my friends to Agra, Jaipur to spent free leisure time. But maa never 

did this. Oftenly she said that - don't know what mistake we have 

committed ... whose harm we have done ... God everything is in your hands. 

Pitaji also blamed himself for not nurturing him well. Pitaji had great value 

for discipline, regularity, idealism, self sacrifice & self restraint. 
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He was the eldest one in the family. After dada's death, he took all the 

responsibility on his shoulders. He devoted all his life for his stepmother & 

step brother sisters. If his political role idol was Gandhiji then his family role 

idol was Lord Rama. He tried to be the same for his step brother- sisters. 

Pitaji sent chachaji (uncle) to England for studies and now he feels that he is 

at fault somewhere. There was some lack in his discipline, so that Kakku 

was spoilt. He could not think beyond that. May be that is why I don't want 

that I commit some other mistake or I keep on feeling some kind of lingering 

pain of fault consciousness .I started keeping an eye on Anshu all the times 

as if he will disappeared ifi keep my eyes away from him. 

In Agra, actually I forgot everybody, maa, Pitaji, Kakku. 

In that fairyland, there used to be a Prince. But right now, that prince 

was in deep slumber. On right time, he has to get up from his sleep & will 

hunt for his princess Princess unaware of this right time, kept on hunting her 

prince charming in God knows whichever places - Gulabi Mahal, Panch 

Mahal, Taj Mahal. But there was no prince charming anywhere. 

In that trip we kept on dreaming about our fantasies. We did not land 

once on reality kept on floating on dream cloud when I came back, a kind of 

gloominess fallen in our heart. Just like that without any content I started 

talking about Kakku & Pitaji. I have not discussed about Kakku's condition 

with any friend ever before. I realised myself saying -" Don't know what has 

happened to my brother. He always remained testy. I get more worried about 

Pitaji that something will happen to him in his tension. 

After reaching Bus stand, I took auto instead of DTC bus. I was 

rushing back to home. 
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When scooter stopped near the gate, nobody even peeped outside as 

usual. It was dusk time. It was getting darker. A weird kind of disconcerting 

silent atmosphere was there in the house. Lights were off. No noise in the 

house. In fact the often coming voices from Kitchen made by Kisnu while 

cooking food was also not there. I opened the gate & reached varanda & saw 

the door locked. It was bit weird. Where everybody had gone. I didn't even 

have keys. House was always open. I stood still stunned for sometimes what 

to do ... whom should I ask ..... neighbour might know anything. 

A taxi came & stopped near the gate at that time I started speculating 

about the thing, standing in varanda. It was bhaiya bhabhi in the taxi. I was 

bewildered. Bhaia Bhabhi had no plans to come. How it happened all of 

sudden. They did not took out their luggage from taxi so it was clear that 

they are not directly coming from station. 

Perplexed & tensed, with my dried throat I asked - "When you have 

reached Bhaia? I had no clue that you are coming. Do you know where 

everybody is?" 

Bhaia very calmly kept his hand on my shoulder & said - "let's go 

inside I will tell you. " 

"Do you have keys?" 

Bhaia's opened the lock & we entered the house. 

"Where is Kakku? Pitaji, Maa ... where is everybody?" 

"Do not worry. They are in hospital but condition is under control." 

"Who is in the hospital?" 

"Pitaj i" 

"What has happened to him?" My voice trembled while saying this. 
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"Got stabbed." 

"Stabbed! how?" 

"Might he was forcing Kakku to drink medicine. In his rage, he 

stabbed knife in his stomach." 

"Injury is too deep" 

"Some intestines got cut... got operated" 

I started feeling great remorse & repentance. Why I went for 

vacations? If I was there, It would not had happened. Then I started feeling 

anger on me, maa & Pitaji only. If he was creating so much trouble in taking 

medicine so why did not they send him to hospital? I could not believe that 

Kakku can do that such things .. Though Pitaji had never revealed his true 

deep love for Kakku but he is there in his heart always. Had Kakku ever 

understood this deep feeling of love? Pitaji only brought him home by 

somehow persuading doctor why did Kakku do this? 

Where is Kakku? 

"Don't know, has been missing since morning" 

"has he not done any harm to himself?" 

"See Shashi. It's not the time to worry about Kakku that where he will 

go? He will come back home after wondering here and there." 

Two accidents happened together & I could not understand for which 

accident I was feeling more pain & disconcert. One hand I was worried 

about Pitaji on other hand, I was feeling rage, tension, gloominess & 

helpless love for Kakku. 

Has he any idea, what he has done? I told you Shashi, don't worry 

about him. Have also informed to the police they will find him. 
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"Did you inform police?" 

"Without police investigation they were not letting Pitaji admitted in 

emergency. Because of stabbing It had already become a police case." 

"So now will they put Kakku in lockup?" 

My voice trembled. 

"You don't need to worry. I'll manage." 

Though Bhaia has always blamed Pitaji for pampering Kakku but now 

when trouble has come ,he has taken all the responsibility on his shoulder 

like a big brother. 

Bhabhi came to kitchen to take care of our meals. Maa & kisnu were 

there in the hospital to look after Pitaji. I was about to go to kitchen to help 

bhabhi, suddenly bell rang. Bhaia was in bathroom. I opened the door. Two 

cops were there. 

"This incident happened in the morning?" 

"Yes?'' 

"Culprit attempted to murder?" 

"No, Pitaji got accidently hit by knife" 

"What relationship do you have with culprit?" 

"He is my brother." 

"Were you present there at that time?'' 

"No, I was out of station that time?'' 

"Have you come some time back?Where is Kakku?" 

"What is full name of culprit?" 

"Kumud Sehgal. 

"Where is he, Do you know?" 
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"He is in police station. IN lockup." 

I was already nervous seeing cops. I was aghast by the name of police 

station. 

"Chap has no idea what he has done." 

"He can't do such things" 

That cop looked at me as if it is useless to talk to women. 

"Is there any male in the family?" 

"Yes, my elder brother" 

"Call him." 

"But he doesn't stay here. I stay here. I knew how is Kakku. He is not 

that kind of boy. These days his mental condition is .... " 

"All right. Tell all this to magistrate. We are here to take statement. 

Call your brother." 

They enquire more about Kakku & Pitaji from bhaia .When cops went 

bhaia said "I will take bail for Kakku from court. But it is not safe to keep 

him here. He can kill anybody." 

Kakku betrayed all of us & we wanted to punish him by not trusting 

him ever. But did he know that he has betrayed us? 

It was very bitter fact revealed by bhaia's if he is talking about some 

strangers. But right now I myself was worried about Pitaji. Bhabhi cooked 

some food in hurry. Me & Bhaia got ready for hospital and took food for 

maa. 

It was quite dark when I reached hospital. Vegetable & groundnut 

hawkers and shopkeepers were closing there stall. Though street lamps will 

on but I was feeling everything was in dark. Street of hospital were shining 
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with florescent light. I was getting more nervous while passing through 

street where I was smelling medicine and dampness we crossed those 

labyrinths of streets and varanda's then we reached Pitaji's ward. 

Maa was chanting god's name with closed eyes in front of the door. 

Kisnu was sitting near her feet on the floor in a sleepy condition. I went near 

by them & called softly Maa got awake as if from a dream. 

"When you people have come?'' 

"Where is Pitaji?" 

They are about to bring him. 

Then two nurses brought him on stretcher at that time. Maa was in 

attention pose. It was hard to recognise Pitaji. So many drips attached to his 

body on his left arm. Glucose drip was also fixed. Pitaji was not fully 

conscious. I kept on staring at him for long time, standing beside him when 

Pitaji opened his eyes, he firstly looked at me. He smiled & closed his eyes. 

When I called him, he again opened his eyes. His lips trembled. 

"How is Kakku?" 

"He is fine Pitaji." 

"Where is he?" 

"At home." 

I turned my face immediately after answering this. Her nurse was 

screaming. Don't hover around patient. Please you go now. 

Next it was bulletin on the news paper - Son killed his father (20th 

October 19 . ." .. ) In Delhi, a boy name Kumud Sehgal stabbed his father 

Ramesh Kumar and attempted to murder him. Ramesh Kumar is in critical 

condition in the hospital and Kumud is underarrest. According to family, 
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mental condition of Mr. Kumud is not right and he has already been to 

mental hospital, many times before the incident. 

Now all secrets of our house were revealed to the world. I was 

praying that this news should be hidden from our acquaintances. When I 

went to hospital in the evening, Masi was already there. She was 

continuously saying this to maa "Such big blunder happened in the house 

and you did not tell me. Are we others for you? I felt something fishy when 

Kakku reached our home without informing us. But you people did not give 

single clue." 

Pitaji was fully conscious till evening. It was hard to talk because his 

throat was choked due to insertion of pipe in his throat. He was coughing 

and due to having stitches in his stomach, he was having pain. H·e only said 

this much- "But I am only saved due to your karmas. I still have to marry 

you." 

Then he said to bhaia - "please take care of Kakku. See nothing 

should happen to him till the moment I am alive." 

Next day, Bhaia took bail for Kakku and brought him back home. 

Magistrate suggested admitting him to Shahdra Hospital where they keep 

violent mental patients and culprit victims and treat them. 

Kakku's body was black and blue his left eye was swollen as if 

somebody has punched him. Arms, shoulders and back was scratched. 

He said to me. 

"Didi, see? They have beaten me so much." 

He showed his body to me and showed his wound. 

"Why they have beaten you?" 
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I felt anger and pain at the same time. 

"They ..... everybody beaten me up" 

After sometime I said- "Where is Pitaji?" 

"He is in hospital" 

"Why?" 

"just like that. He is not well" 

He remained quite for a moment and then said. 

"Pitaji also beats me up." 

"He doesn't beat you. He loves you. Why you talk rubbish?" 

""But when you were not there, he did beat me a lot. 

I silently tried to read something on his face. That face of somebody 

who was afraid, mock and exploited. Those eyes had nothing but fear and 

doubt. 

That day I could not go to college. Next day when I went, friends 

already knew it. They did not read it in newspaper; some other girl told them 

whom we know. 

That girl said, this news is might of my family only. Nevertheless, my 

best friend Smriti did not ask me much questions to save me from any more 

embarrassment - and only showed friendly sympathetic attitude. While 

returning from Agra, I told her some stuff about it. That's why she did not 

feel any need to ask about it .Though she asked Pitaji's whereabouts. But I 

had garb of shame and guilt on my heart and mind. Neither I could bear its 

burden nor It could save me from cold waves of troubles. All the time I keep 

on thinking that what will others think about us? As if everybody, who was 
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coming had this question in their eyes and I was trying to ignore them or 

hunting answer for it. 

When I came in the afternoon, a car came and stopped outside the 

gate. I tried to identify them that whose car it was but could not identify it. 

Suddenly I saw two cops were pulling Kakku out of his room. He was trying 

his best to get out of their clutches - "leave me, leave me. Maa was crying 

out loud -.Beware, Beware help me, help me." 

Bhaia was trying to persuade Kakku while helping cops - "They will 

not beat you? They are just taking you to hospital." Kakku's scream were 

getting louder as if somebody is going to kill him -" I don't w"ant to go. Its 

my house. Why are you taking me out?Leave me, leave me. 

On our left side, neighbours were standing in their lawn and staring at 

us. Kakku screamed and was looking at bhaia - "This is my house. Don't 

take me out." 

I was standing still there. This was the final verdict of all. Kakku 

looked at me with pleading eyes and said-"Didi, please stop them. Please 

tell them I stay here. This is my house." 

Cops pulled him in the van from back of its side. One cop was holding 

his both hands towards his back. The other cop shut the door of van. As if 

somebody has put an animal into cage. Kakku also roared to his best. 

Van got disappeared in the dust then I could hear his roars in dusty 

atr. 

Helplessness was there again when Anshu met with an accident. But 

don't know I have decided myself then, that I will not let myself become 

helpless. Tread according to other's command was not my way anymore. 
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After achieving motherhood, these right was automatically became reserve 

for me. When I became mother a kind of confidence also came in me 

specially when you get all these rights or rather when you snatch it from 

others. And I also understood the fact that nobody serves your right. You 

have to get their acceptance by your right and meaningful decisions. Those 

rights also demand sacrifice. 

When Ashok was busy in his business in days and busy in playing 

bridge at night I used to talk to Anshu for hours and hours. I kept on waiting 

then when he will listen to me! When he is going to open his eyes and 

answer me!when he is going to smile and will call me Maa! That time I 

often felt that I am banging my head on walls only. That five percent hope 

was left, I wanted to extract all of it. For a hurt and helpless mother, a single 

possibility becomes ray of hope for her. 

When Anshu opened his eye, it seems like he has awaken from deep 

sleep. But that was like when a child opens his eyes first time, when he has 

no realization of any relationship. I had to restart my motherhood with 

Anshu. I always keep on realising him that I am his mother. Sometimes by 

my words, with my loving gestures, with my touches, to breaks the crust of 

trauma of old memories. 

Anshu used to stare at me blankly. Then I felt that he can listen to 

everything but its just he does not respond - he can not react. I celebrated his 

third birthday, though sounds ofMa Pa I could heard only second time in my 

life. I felt immensely happy. My sacrifices, my devotion, my hard. work had 

finally fructified, answered me. Then gradually we made a different world of 
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our words that can only be comprehended by me and Anshu. Ashok had no 

time to get acquainted with this language. 

I showed different pictures of animals etc. to Anshu and used to repeat 

their names so that he can recall it. He roamed for hours and hours in 

gardens of flowers and vegetable and used to touch them with hands by 

telling their names. Pronouncing exactly what I tell him was not possible for 

him but still he tried. Bhaia brought _different kind of blocks from America. 

By using those blocks, he made different shapes. Whenever I saw newness 

in those endeavors, it was just like a big achievement for me. 

When Anshu turned six, I admitted him into school. He stammers as 

compare to other children. He used to achieve dexterity very easily by using 

different tangible equipments. He identified Hindi, English alphabets very 

easily. I thanked a lot that principal of Private school. Though he was older, 

they admitted him in nursery class. Anshu used to cheer up with the name of 

school. 

After few months principal called me. Anshu could not match the 

students of the class. Principal said - "Your kid is good in painting but he 

does not respond in subject like maths. He does not get single idea what is 

going on." 

I was nervous. 

I will make him work at home. Then he will be able to cover up. 

At home, I taught him one plus one two - kept on make him craming. 

We made use of all solid things like coins, flowers for counting. But 

Anshu could not remember all that, he could remember the name of the 
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flower but could not remember number of flowers. I had to restart counting 

a gam. 

I put my best efforts, but all were futile. One day principal directly 

said- "I am sorry Mrs Puri. Your kid cannot study here. Please admit him 

somewhere else." 

Wherever I admit him, same thing happened again and again. Initially 

things used to be all right, but gradually when weakness became acquainted 

with all, they used to throw him out. 

I took him to school of handicap/differentially abled. But there the 

condition was worse. They never used to learn anything. They were just 

admitted their for time pass. Those who could play were playing with each 

other slumped worthlessness there. If I could have let him left like that, he 

will forget the things, which he remembered also. Nevertheless, it was kind 

of way to abandon him for whole of his life. He will be blemished forever. 

Therefore, I took all the responsibility of his studies on my shoulders. 

An shu became my companion, my fellow. He used to stay with me all 

day- used to cook, used to do gardening, used to dine, used to play 

badminton, football and used to read big books. Though this thing pinches 

me inside that he won't be a doctor, engineer ever like a regular child. But 

still if he leads a simple and sober self independent life, it was no way lesser 

for me. So I put my best efforts to made him independent, standing on his 

own. 

Never thought about Kakku this way. Either we expected him to be 

normal and if he is not able to do that, he becomes somebody else. A weird 

kind of disturbance was there in his heart also. He felt his life more normal 
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and stable when he was at home. The moment he stepped out of the home in 

outside world, especially hospitals, he felt very strange ,weird and harsh. His 

helpless eyes could only say this that being in house is a greatest boon for 

me. 

However, for us it was other way round. When Kakku stayed at home, 

whole house got merge in bog of gloominess and disconcertment as if some 

cursed shadow garb had covered the house. When he used to be outside, we 

all jump into our normal life style. Nobody talked about Kakku that time 

much. But he always remained in our sub conscience all the time- so many 

thing connected to him was there around us - his room - his clothes - his 

favourite dishes. The greatest presence was his absence he was the most 

pampered kid of the house. Center of everybody's love and affection when 

he was absent, it was like the absence of axis. 

When Bhaia went to Shahadra to meet him in mental hospital so I also 

emphasized him to take me there but he did not agree. 

"Girls do not go there." 

"But to meet your own brother is not a sin." 

"No, not now. Let me see, just don't know, what kind of atmosphere 

its going to be." 

When Bhaia came after meeting Kakku, he seemed very upset. A 

certain kind of shadow of guilt was making his face more blank and dull. He 

talked to me sadly. 

"Do not know, It is a strange kind of place." 

"Why?" 

"There are only crazy people" 
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"How is Kakku?" 

"Very weak and meek. Completely depressed and dejected." 

"Can we bring him back here?" 

"I asked Doctor. He said if he becomes better we can bring him back." 

"Can I go there to meet him?" 

"You better don't go. That is not a kind of place to go. You will not be 

able to bear that." 

Bhaia had no idea that the bitter reality, which he wants to hide, had 

already came in front of my eyes, many times before ... I could see that iron 

bars ... Kakku screaming and pushing those walls ... drawing with his hands, 

banging his head - and bleeding all over. Cops pulling him and taking him to 

some room - inside which is stinky, damped rooms - he puked - the plate 

remained untouched which is full of dry breads - he could not take single 

bite - nobody even asked him why he had not eaten his food. Then electric 

shocks had been given to him with his empty stomach. He is like dead lying 

on the floor. 

Was he able to remember some of hazy faces in his conscious- Maa's 

affectionate face- as Pitaji's red face full of rage and sometimes his upset or 

disappointed face- Shashi didi's inquisitive eyes- shadow of mango tree and 

its fragrance - recognition of some faces - or home has become some 

imaginative thing as just has remained a word for him - or this feeling of 

home is completely vanish from him. 

Had kakku been thinking about me? the ways I felt for him. Can not 

believe, that I am nowhere in Kakkku's memories or how he pleaded me 
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when he was going- "Didi please tell them its my house. He has forgotten 

home and family members completely. 

After returning from the hospital, Pitaji took many days to recover. He 

kept on emphasize to meet Kakku in the hospital. Bhaia Bhabhi returned 

back nobody was there to take Pitaji there. One day when I came back from 

college Maa told me that Pitaji has gone to Shahadra on scooter. 

When Pitaji returned back, his face became pale and black due to 

tiredness and tension. He told Maa he does not eat anything. He has been 

suffering from fever for past so many days. He had been coughing. They 

have made his condition more worse. 

After sometime, he said- "you cook something in the morning. Might 

he will eat something from home cooked food. I will make him eat in front 

of me". 

Pitaji condition does not seem like that he will be able to go again but 

it was useless to stop him. It was ultimately question of Kakku. 

Maa woke up at 5 o'clock and started cooking multiple cuisines. 

Kakku's favourite almond rice pudding (Badam Kheer), puris, Aalu curry 

and Baingan ka bharta. Pitaji got angry-" he is suffering from fever. How 

would he eat all this." 

Maa prepared vegetable soup also. 

You please take all this. Whatever he eats. If there all there four 

dishes, he will might feel like to eat something. If he does not eat, others 

can also have this ,or will be left out.. what's bad in taking that all. 

Five boxes steel tiffin was packed.While holding it Pitaji said - you 

have made it so heavy. 4o miles ... 
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Maa immediately objected and said -"you are not going to lift it on 

your shoulders. It will be carried by scooter only". 

This thing I could not understand of Pitaji. He himself does all 

possible efforts for Kakku but if Maa tries to do something more, he objects. 

Kakku tasted everything but did not eat anything. He had soup only. 

When he brought full tiffin back, off course Maa was taken aback and felt 

disappointed .Then she said- "Ok, at least something he has eaten." 

I was thinking that had these tastes brought feeling of home to Kakku. 

Pitaji on every second third day started taking food for Kakku. Now 

Sunday holidays meant for this thing only. 

But Kakku did not recover from his fever and cough. 

When condition become critical, doctor said - "we will not be able to 

look after him properly. You better take him home. You visit some other 

doctors also. He is very weak and not eating properly. Might change of 

atmosphere will make him better. 

When I took last final exam of BA course, then I saw Maa was 

cleaning Kukku's room. Mahri was also dusting the room and Maa was also 

cleaning every nook and corner of the room. While doing this, she was 

instructing Mahri - "Make it clean inside the bed also, behind this box also. 

There should be no dust. He is already coughing." 

"Maa, is Kakku coming today?" 

"Yes, you go and bring some fruits from the market. Tell Kisnu to 

cook- Don't know what he is going to like." 
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Almost after nme months, son was commg back home. The 

atmosphere had become as if some newborn baby is coming but there was 

no happiness in this arrangement. 

Chachaji and Pitaji went to bring Kakku. 

He was walking with the support of Pitaji and Chachaji. He had no 

capacity to walk on his own. Shoulders were already bend in front. It was 

even hard to identify him. 

Pale face - completely dull and strange. No recognition of any faces. 

A sad and gloomy- tired face, neither had he called me didi nor did he call 

Maa. 

Maa without wasting time tried to kept him on bed. The moment they 

made him lie down, he started coughing all mucus came out. I ran and 

brought a tub. It was so much there as if he is suffering from TB he kept on 

spitting in the tub. 

Chachaji seemed much tensed. 

We should consult doctor as soon as possible. We should do some test 

these are symptoms of-

As if some lightening stuck our house. We could not even 

compromised with his initial condition so how will he able to bear this 

stroke. 

We kept hanging in the air of tension and hope for his best till the 

moment we did not get the results of test. That doubt and fear. which was 

disturbing us ultimately proved to be right. 

Kakku's result was positive. 
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Pitaji was completely broken with this news. He suffered from a heart 

attack with in this month only. Again there were rounds of hospitals- Kakku 

was at home. Pitaji who was hospitalised was worried about Kakku only. As 

if Pitaji has lost his smile forever. One day he said to me "I have been failure 

in my life." 

"Why you say so?" 

"It is all my fault. Due to my pampering, these circumstances have 

occured ... otherwise Kakku had become something else. 

I could not find any words in my lexicon to calm down that deep, 

sharp blade of repentance which had cut him into pieces. 

Maa turned out to be a strong lady as she suffered so much hardships. 

I did not ever see her so compact, standing high like a mountain and 

taking decision so wisely and calmly. 

She never complained when she was running from hospital to home 

and home to hospital and serving them both. She never shed her tears like a 

weak, meak,useless person. She was busy in his work, day and night. Now 

she has to give orange juice to Kakku, now she has to give meat curry to 

Pitaji. When Shashi is going to stay with Pitaji in hospital, when Maa and 

when Kisnu and for how many days she has to call Bhaia-- Everybody was 

now decided by Maa only. She took all the responsibility of home without 

asking or telling anybody. 

When Bhaia came - Maa said "you are already doing everything. You 

also start finding match for Shashi. She should get married in presence of 

her father only. And people are already talking weird about our family. 

Good things should not be lingered on much." 
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I felt very awkward about this thing. It was hue and cry in the house 

and she wants to get me married. 

"If I am going to get married who will take care ofKakku." 

"We do not want you to take care of him. We will do it. Girls belong 

to other. We will not keep you at home because ofKakku." 

Maa told me point blankly one could not argue or requests for it. She 

was so firm in her rules/ decision. She herself followed these rules very 

strictly and she expected the same from others. Especially from my elder 

brother, Bhaia used to follow all her instruction book. 

One day bhaia told Maa- "I have talked about Shashi in many places. 

There are two three boys. But the question is where to meet those families." 

"Why?" 

Then she looked at Kakku's room and became quite. She took a long 

sign -"how will we do that?" 

"I think we should wait. Nobody will say yes without seeing the house 

.Once Kakku will go to hospital, we can do that." 

" But Kakku to the hospital... so soon." 

"Maa you can't keep him at home for a long time. TB IS 

communicable we have to sent him to the hospital as soon as possible." 

After so many days I heard this soaing tone of Maa. His health is 

hardly recovered. Who will take care him in the hospital? 

Kakku was actually looking better Maa made him drink juices, 

porridge, soup and boiled vegetable which were nutritious. His body also 

gained some weight. Face was also looking better. 
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Maa though knew it was communicable. So she never let me and bhai 

go near by him but she never took care of herself and kept on roaming 

around him. 

So she thought she is not threat to any of other family members so 

why she cannot stay. 

Anyways, though we had cut our self from social realm. No invitation 

to the others and we also had stopped going to others house. Certain kind of 

inferiority was there in our heart those days. As if the whole family was 

suffering from some canker. Bua, Mama, Masi when they used to enlist the 

achievements of their kids, Pitaji pain became intense and as if Kakku had 

become an embarrassing situation for everybody. Gradually this feeling of 

embarrassment became greater than his pain. Is he recovering or not?The 

most important thing had become how to get rid of this topic? 

Though I knew the mental state of me and my family but I did not 

accept it till this condition, in its worse form appeared in front of us. But it 

happened when Bhai and Maa was in hunt of finding suitable match for me. 

Bhai enquired and ultimately found a hospital. ?It was near by Delhi. 

?It was at distance of thirty fifty miles from home where Kakku can get 

treated so in this way they had no need sent him tob far and Maa Pitaji can 

go and meet him whenever they want to. 

To send Kakku to the hospital was just the same to throw trash into 

trash box. When you throw garbage, you feel relaxed and with this you wait 

that when these municipality -people will take it away so that it does not 

become eye sour for other. 
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When Kakku went, whole room made clean by burning campher in 

the room. Didi wrote to us "I will come to meet you with kids. He doest not 

let me come because of Kakku." 

Bhaia also said- "Now house has becomes disinfectant. Now we 

should search match for Shashi." 

After few days he said - "One friend suggested me a boy. He is an 

engineer. His father is in business. They are rich family. Family is not that 

big. Both his sisters are married. He is the only son." 

Maa Pitaji on one hand look helpless and weak, on other hand their 

consciousness and wisdom about the outside world was remarkable. Both 

said this- "it should be done". Pitaji was also about to retire. They had this 

wish to get me married in government bunglow only. Otherwise, we will 

have to leave bunglow and we had not yet constructed our own house. I 

wanted to do MA. Pitaji had no objections for Masters, Rather he wanted me 

to pursue my studies. But Maa was in rush that as soon they get suitable 

match, I should get married before spreading of Kakku news to all. 

This whole match making game is always played in drawing room 

only. All the messy things remain stuffed under the couches of living room. 

Nobody would peep from half open doors so we put big thick curtains in the 

room. But are these stains and wounds can remain hidden from oneself? 

The guy who came to see me was sitting right in between his parents. 

Maa and Bhaia was setting opposite to them on a couch - Pitaji sat on left 

chair. Maa was instructing Kisnu in the kitchen about tea and snacks. There 

was a table between on which there were some showpieces of glasses put its 

transparency became burred due to dust. Some scratches were also there on 
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them. I was feeling very awkward to look at them directly, especially the 

ways his parents were staring at me. I was pretending to be normal and was 

trying to be part of them. Suddenly his mother asked-" how many sibblings 

you have?" 

I was about to answer but suddenly bhaia replied -" Five, Shashi is 

the youngest one other two sister got married. My brother is also married." I 

was startled and kept on looking at him. As if, Pitaji had not heard anything. 

So from now Kakku is no more for us. This time sending him to the 

hospital was rejection of his existence. Is somebody's sickness is such an 

embarrassing thing that we are denying his personality. This hospital ward is 

considered as door of graveyard and with so much ease by reducing a single 

number. Not six only five brother sisters. 

I knew bhai was doing it for my good only. Any flaw would lead to 

rejection of proposal. If people say that brother is mentally sick then might 

they consider sister the same. I knew everything still I found it brutal and 

equally brutal was my self-centeredness, my greed which did not object 

bhaia's statement that I could not say I have one younger brother who is sick 

.... he is in hospital. 

How brutal we are and how brutal is our society who for decorating 

the outer appearance, and we deny our own blood. 

I knew if Kakku's sickness is revealed, then other party will shoot 

many questions on us and we will remain answerless. If long time wound 

gets scratched once ,It takes time to recover or might won't get heal again. 

To hide one truth we have to garb it with several lies. Do not know what 

more we have to say about it and still things don't go right. 
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Anyways it did not work and that pain of denial of existence of Kakku 

is still there in the heart. May be that's why now with full confidence and 

right I accept the Anshu and with this I fight with others for the acceptance 

of his existence. 

That is why me and Ashok has new different social circles now. 

Ashok was in company of those elites who party every night in five star 

hotels, earn black money and who are far from reality, doped in flashy lights 

of parties. In my society, there are those struggling mothers, with their kids. 

Anshu plays, he remains with them all the time. With them he giggles, 

laughs, cries. And those kids are also here who are rejected by their legacies 

.But we all have made our own world where we don't discriminate 

anyone,no helplessness dominates us . It is made up for them only and 

because of them, those innocent kids don't know what they have lost. So 

whatever moments we want to spend in this world, we can spend it like 

whole world belongs to them. 

I wish, I could had given same feeling to Kakku also. We had just 

thrown him out of the house... Where went wrong.... We did not even 

figure out. Don't know why? Though we were completely empathized with 

him but everything went wrong. What went wrong did not even know that. 

Once when we realised that he does not belong to our world or society so we 

completely denied him. As if somebody had lost his diamond in the sea and 

instead of jumping into the sea, one remains stand still on the shore in shock. 

One does not even remember that he knows swimming or not. He ·is just 

standing and watching his all wealth vanishing gradually. Then we accept 

this loss as his destily and become helpless in the end. 
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But this rejection did not giVe any riddance - rather it was 

burdensome. Burdon of guilt. .... feeling of limitation of the capability and 

its guilt. ... A burden of an unawareness of mysterious ad strange world. And 

more painfully was the helplessness lifting this weight for whole life. 

Maa Pitaji had this schedule on Sunday. They travelled miles and 

miles and used to go to Kingsway Camp. Maa used to fill fresh fruit juice in 

the bottle, hot chicken soup in thermos and food in tiffin. Then she used 

made him eat in front of him. Then whole week she spent like what she is 

going to cook next so that he can eat well. 

However, Maa had also no less responsibility of taking care of Pitaji 

also. After heart attack, he had to take lot of precautions in his food habits. I 

felt tensed when Pitaji used to drive scooter so far. So much tension in this 

age. Moreover, he was getting retired so we had to evacuate the government 

bun glow. And Maa was in rush to get me married. 

Again this game of match making played. Again denial of the 

existence of Kakku as if somebody had covered the lacerated wound and 

denying its pain also. Now this time things got fined and new burden of my 

marriage was there on the shoulders ofPitaji and Maa saw. 

I pursued my Masters but I knew that I am going to get married 

before its completion. In our family history, every girl studied only previous 

year of her masters . 

. Now Pitaji was in great hurry to build his house. Though he could stay 

in government bunglow after his retirement for next six months. But after 

that we had to leave bungalow in every possible condition. 
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Maa always said this to Pitaji "I kept on telling you. We should have 

our own house. Now where will we go? it is not possible for us to have 

rented house in Delhi." 

Pitaji had this patent answer, "I kept on trying, but you don't like 

anything." 

He had already given application for the plot but that land was not 

developed yet.A part of that land was covered with forest and there was no 

water facility either. So it was getting delayed. Pitaji did not want to stay in 

some cheap crowded place in old Delhi. He had always this habit to be in 

open spacious places. In those days, buildings were constructed in the paush 

area of South Delhi. 

The moment he got the plot, he involved like hell in construction of 

that house. Every day, he left house early in the morning used to come later 

in the evening - Cement, bricks, workers, architect, water don't know what 

more arrangement was there in his head. I could not understand that why 

Pitaji in so much rush. I asked - "After all, in what kind of hurry you are? it 

will eventually constructed. Why are you straining yourself? we can stay in 

rented house fore sometime." 

He replied - "No, no why will we shift again and again. House is 

getting constructed. When Kakku will come, how is he going to stay in 

rented house. And I want you to get married in a new house. Own house has 

its own charm." 

Don't' know why I always felt that something is straining him 

continuously inside. He always looked disconcerting. All the time he is in 
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rush. Every time he is here and there. He showed so much rush for 

everything as if tomonow is never going to come. 

One day l went on site of construction. l got headache in that 

scorching heat. Those labourers who were supposed to reache at 10 in the 

morning, they reached around 1.30 in the evening. Then the work was 

stopped because cement got finished. I felt even if Pitaji will not be there, 

work is going to be performed on same pace. I also told him even, if you 

don't go, work will not be stopped. Then why you take this futile tension? 

Pitaji constructed a separate room and Bathroom in the map of the 

house. 

"when I'll go at least he (kakku) is going to have some place to stay." 

He told bhaia -" Kakku is my responsibility. I won't put his burden on 

your shoulders. But Kakku has rights in this house also. Give that backside 

of the house to him. He will stay there only." 

That Pltaji from whom Kakku always had this complaint that he 

doesn't let him stay at home, now he was constructing house for him. 

It meant that Pitaji had somewhere this hope that Kakku is going to be 

all right, then he is going to stay in this house.We all had hopes after all. He 

went for treatment in the hospital then he has to come back. 

House was getting constructed and Pitaji was getting dissolved inside. 

Nevertheless, yes when gradually it was being constructed, a certain kind of 

happiness was shimmering on his face. Every time he was very excited. We 

used to discuss about house only in those days. Today roof is constructed, 

floor is about to construct, drawing room's floor slander. Today fitting of 

sink was there in Kakku's washroom. Today filling of taps were there, 
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marble chips are placed on floor. Everyday he used to give such news and 

gets breathless while detailing it. 

Though electric fitting and finishing touches were left but we got 

order of evacuating government flat. Pitaji decided why not directly shifting 

to new house - meager works can be done later. He did not want to take old 

stuff to new house. He wanted to buy everything new. but Maa packed 

almost all stuff of Kakku. 

Maa Pitaji had taken sigh of satisfaction after shifting to new house. 

Maa did not like whole architecture of the house. She complained about 

something everyday. 

Tap should not be here, it should be there. That room should be facing 

there. But then feeling of own home is out of the world. However, these 

were some works, which were left. All day some construction work kept on 

going. Those days we could not sleep even at the day time because of that. 

One or the other labourer always used to made some noise of hammering 

somewhere. After some days, we became habitual of it. We felt this 

construction will never end. That noise, sounds of hammers, ripping of nails, 

smoke of bidis in the air, this will keep on going like this. That rush of Pitaji 

of constructing house had turned to disconcertment. He could not sleep at 

night. When he used to get up at night for drinking water, I also got up at 

that time. When I asked him, he only said -"not feeling sleepy, you go and 

sleep." 

In morning, his face was sleepless and tired. 

I also asked him, "why are you so worried? now house is already 

constructed." 
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"Don't know, I always feel so restless. Don't know how much life is 

left? Everything is half done. I have spent all my money in this house. Don't 

know, how will we survive? Your Maa is not happy ... Kakku ... Dont' know 

weather he will be all right or not... what will happen to him?" 

"Why he will not be all right. He is getting treated. Where as money is 

concerned ... I will do the job, why are you so worried?" 

"No dear,how will you do? next month is your marriage anyways. 

Something has to be done I will search some job." 

"This Sunday, I am going for picnic to Kutubminar with college 

girls." It was spring Feb morning .... a sunny morning. 

Sky was clear, though there were patches of clouds somewhere, which 

was making sky all the ways more blue. 

Pitaji planted tress of Mango, Jamun and flowers during construction 

of the house. 

Pitaji planted trees in front of government bunglow also where we 

stayed and I asked him surprisingly. 

"Why are you planting trees here?this house we are going to leave 

soon." 

He smiled 

"Dear, we reaped which was sowed by somebody. Somebody will 

have, what we have sowed." 

While enjoying summers m spnng, I was always thinking while 

seeing those small trees that when will they grow up. But when they will 

actually grow up, this house won't be mine. That is what life means "to carry 

on". ?House-- then shifting from that house to another house ... New house 
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this process is ongoing. This pace only identifies this process. This process 

is completely unaware of feeling of being in home or outside without any 

emotional content in it. Completely heedless and uninterested. 

Pitaji voice perturbed me. 

I have no work; I will drop you to the college. Those days South Delhi 

was not much constructed and crowded. We could see only shambles of 

buildings from terrace. There was no bus facility from our colony. There 

were merely one two Taxi and Scooters. So he had to drop me all the way to 

bus stand. 

"Why will you go so far. Drop me till bus stand." Don't know why he 

was emphasizing so much. He dropped me till college. 

When I waved bye to him on college gate, I found his face very sad 

and meek. There were wrinkles under his eyes, eyes merged inside. A 

restlessness emerging inside. 

"What has happened, Pitaji? You seem very tired." 

"nothing. Did not sleep last night." 

A very restless tone was that. 

"If I would have known, I would not have taken you so far. You 

please go home and take rest." 

"yes, yes I am going to take rest now. I have brought electrical fittings 

also. Nothing important is left." 

You will go to Kakku also? 

"I will see. Today I will not able to meet him, I might take rest at 

home." 
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When I got the consolation I again forget everything. The moment I 

met with my friends and got involved in my friends. 

Buses were already there to take us to Quilts. Maximum girls already 

sat in the bus wearing colourful dresses, those girls were looking like spring 

flowers as if these were some facts how so much as if all sparrows are caged 

into but. I also got involved into the group of my friends. Spring songs 

which we started from our place continued till Qutub. 

lt was weird day of picnic. Symbol of life and death kept on 

playing in my subconscious - these flowers which only bloom in spring 

season, shambles of building living since ages. The wet green grass on 

which I was walking, seemed like very familiar one, far from its touch, there 

was extention of blue open sky. Green is the colour of life and happiness ..... 

But the colour Shyam (blue) encompasses all colours. May be that is why 

the perception of the creation of this world in connected to this colour only. 

Death and life it combines both. True there is so less difference between 

death and life. They appear as two symbols, which can never meet each 

other like two ends of sea. Though one is assimilate inside other, like the 

depth is assimilated inside the sea, the blueness imbibes in the water. 

My friends kept on teasing about my fiance. Our meeting alone, not a 

single family member was there, this though tickled. They keep on enjoying 

it by asking me weird questions. Infact, may be l also liked to talk about it, 

so I was also kind of exaggerated it. Talk about that untouched part of life is 

such an enjoyable task.That simple meeting made my virgin friends to think 

lot of special moments. 
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But my personal life was quite strange. Where on one had, it was 

stimulating my senses where as on other hand my heart turned sad after 

thinking about rna, Kakku, Pitaji. I felt that they needed me as if some dark 

dangerous shadow was covering the house. That which I don't know weather 

I can bring remedy. But I felt my presence is essential there. 

Shambles of building, playing with greenery, dancing. Don't know 

when dusk came over. Suddenly a disconcertment arose in the heart. End of 

celebration makes me sad always but I never felt this before. As my heart 

was sinking in cave, I could not understand what was happening to me. Such 

anxiety, nervousness as if some lightning has struck. 

College bus dropped us on decided destination. From there I took a 

bus. Bus stand was quite far from house so I was thinking, If I would have 

told Pitaji, he could have come to pick me up. Then I thought it's good that I 

let him rest. When I asked auto rikshaw, he denied because the road was 

long by walk but shorter by rickshaw. So I decided to go by walking .I had a 

smile on my face while walking because I was talking to Pitaji inside. See 

your's daughter has come all the way on her own. I was also happy that I had 

not bothered Pitaji and reaching home safely and timely. Sun was already set 

but the sky was still fully orange. 

When I took turn towards my house I saw my cousm Shammi 

standing there. I startled. I started asking from a distance only. 

"Hey, how come you are here? I did not know that you are coming 

today." 

He did not show any reaction to my anxiety. 

I repeated the question when I came close to him. 
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"When did you come?'' 

"Yes, I' 11 tell you." 

Then he hold me with his right hand and took me to the gate. 

The door of drawing room was opened. Before we could have reached 

the room, he whispered in my ears. 

"masad(uncle) is no more." 

When I step up the last stair, I saw the dead body of Pitaji covered 

with white sheet. Few moments back I was talking to Pitaji in my heart. So I 

was talking uselessly. So he was not even listening to it... has nothing 

actually reached him ... so much I had to tell him ... My whole day 

experience. Now all of sudden such shrieking remembrance ... a pain inside. 

Suddenly everything was shattered inside. So when I was talking to him , he 

was not even alive. It was hard for me to believe that. As if somebody has 

broken me inside completely into pieces. With a shriek, I tried to deny the 

preposterous reality lying in front of my eyes and then screaming, tears. 

Those tears made my pain more intense and that reality more crude and 

brutal. 

I could hear the voices around me in bits and pieces. He had a heart 

attack. Nobody was at home. Maa told some labourer to bring taxi. The 

moment she was locking the door he got fainted labourer put him into taxi. 

Made him sit or laid down. He died before he could reach the hospital. Maa, 

uncles and Aunts and dont knew how many acquainted faces were there 

around us. But no face could have consoled us. One can also be so alone in 

the crowd when he is sad. I knew what I had lost, its pain could not be felt 

by others. 
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Both brother's flights couldn't have reach before morning. Pitaji dead 

body was laid on big ice( cubes )bed. 

h. " I ill. 

"Can somebody brought Kaaku from hospital ?"Mausi said. 

"What he is going to feel about it. He would not even have recognized 

"But again he is a son after all. He should see his father last time." 

"I will bring him in the morning" - Mamaji said. 

Maa was lying aghast in some corner. She was completely not in her 

senses. I did not hear her screaming and crying out loud - her agony was 

bigger than mine I had some future but what she had ultimately. Was Maa 

finding herself helpless to share her agony with anyone else? Completely 

silent! everybody bears and tackles with his/her own pain in their own way. I 

might never had seen Pitaji's face so closely, the way I was looking at that 

night. Others Presence brings slight difference but not much. But then it is so 

much important to have support of your loved ones. 

Whole night I sat in drawing room. Every time mousi or mama came 

to made me sleep but I did not feel like getting up from that place. I kept on 

staring atthat place where the body was lying. And how it was deforming 

every moment. I wanted to capture this changing face for my whole life 

time. I might never had seen Pitaji face so closely, the ways I was looking at 

him that night. When somebody is too close to you, we do not pay much 

attention but the moment we loose them we feel immense regret and try to 

hold them for life. And any way this father daughter have this kind of 

relationship only that we can not stare at each other for long. And yes I had 

not any intense emotional moments with him so I could stare at him for long. 
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But now when he was lying completely unconsciously, I could not take my 

eyes off from him. 

I wanted to create relationship with that peaceful but lifeless face to 

compensate all deprevations of ... but it was quite weird that Pitaji meant 

many things to me but not a body, had not awareness of his body. But now 

that lifeless body had become medium of my connection and my relation 

and my emotions which I feel for him. 

Somebody made me lie down on bed . I was completely tired by that 

time. Ultimately tiredness makes you disconnected with everything. be it 

agony or happiness. Don't know when I slept off. 

When I woke up, there was hustle bustle in the house. Both brothers 

also reached that time I could hear the crying noises, whispering sounds 

around me but I was lying like dead on my bed. 

After sometime, I got up, washed my face and went to drawing 

room. Male members were arranging his bath. I hugged didi, bhaia, bhabhi 

and came to the lawn. Anyways while this bathing process was getting 

performed no female was allowed inside the room. Buckets were taken 

inside the room. Couches were already brought in varanda. New carpet was 

also brought out before his bath. Many relatives were sitting here and there. 

Many faces which I had not been seen since ages. Everybody has different 

kind of relationship with the dead.Today I saw that how Pitaji was connected 

to so many people in so many different ways. I also felt that I might will not 

see these faces again. When some acquainted person dies, the human's 

sudden anxiety for death gets raised. Then life loving creatures again forget 

everything easily and get involved in their work again. Then Mama came out 
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of the car and there was Kakku also who was walking behind him by taking 

his support. 

His face was lost and pale. He gave a look on the crowd in the lawn. 

A strange weird kind of expression was there on his face. He came first time 

to our new house. He gave a glance look at house also. A confused glance 

.Kakku did not know anybody from the crowd. Not even his brother sisters 

also! No expression of acquaintances was there in his eyes.A striking pain 

hit me inside. I had no idea what my brother was thinking, what he was 

feeling about anything? Was he even aware that I am his sister? that we 

share such a close relationship between us. If I will keep the relationship or I 

break it up; Is it going to make any difference to him? My presence meant 

nothing to him. 

Relationship are only alive till the moment our consciousness alive. 

Neither unconscious Pitaji have this realization of our relationship nor 

Kakku. I felt like is a game of defeat... All these relationship are such big 

lies. If I stop feeling all relationships through my senses, these are all 

meaningless. Those relationships which I considers more important than my 

life, how meek and meaningless they are. One strokes- and all relationships 

.. everything is finished. 

Then I felt storm inside that I can not straight away deny all 

relationships. I walk towards Kakku and hold him from his shoulders and 

started crying. 

"Pitaji is no more Kakku." 

Kakku kept on staring at me blankly for sometimes. Then suddenly he 

said , "What happened? What has happened to Pitaji? Where is he?" 
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"He is no more." 

l started crying more, Might when he saw me crying or l don't know 

because of what - a kind of sympathy and agony were also arose in his eyes. 

Then that gloominess, a dead dullness stayed in eyes for hours. He did not 

talk to anybody. He kept on staring at everybody with complete gloominess 

in his eyes. 

Mamaji took him to the dead body. 

He kept on staring at him with the same confused and scared 

expression. Then he sat there only and kept on staring at him. 

Then suddenly he asked mamaji. 

"What has happened to him? What has happened to him?" 

He looked at our all relatives as if his eyes were searching something. 

Most of the people were looking at him that time. Then he posing the same 

question while facing towards relatives and felt he was not talking about 

Pitaji rather talking about relatives only. 

What has happened to them? Tell me what has happened to them. 

Situation was quite weird. l could made out sarcastic grin on the faces 

even in that sad state. Mama and Bhaia came embarrassed. Then they 

supported Kakku and took him to the room which Pitaji had constructed for 

Kakku. He seemed very tired. When they put him on bed, he slept off. They 

did not take him to cremation. 

There were swarms of people for next thirteen days. Kakku was most 

of the time in his room only and one of us used to serve food in his room . 

Sometimes he used to come out so everybody stare at him with curiousty 

and fear as if some wild animal had come out from cage. He also sometimes 
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gave them glance look or sometimes was staring at everybody or sometime 

used to come to kitchen for asking water or something. I felt sometime that 

he had come to tell something but he had forgotten already. When somebody 

asks that "do you need water?" then he takes water and go back. 

Out of curiosity Didi bhaia used to stroll around Kakku's room and 

peep inside. They found everything strange about Kakku and whatever he 

was doing, they found it quaint and they used to report each other as if they 

have discovered something big. As if he had come from some zoo. Didi's 

older daughter was bit mature one as kid . 

She asked "why Kakku mama does not play with us?" 

'Kakku mama is not well." 

"But why he does not talk to us" 

"When he came to Shimla, he used to play lot of games with us; 

lifting us on shoulders,rocking back and forth,gave piggi back rides, used to 

give chocolates, but now he does not do anything." 

"Sonu says that Kakku mama has gone crazy." 

"Who says?" 

"Boy in our neighbourhood " 

"He says crap" 

"But sonu's mother said." 

"cut the crap" 

Kakku first time entered the house and God knows from where 

neighbours took out the whole history of the house. 

"Why you all bother Kakku so much - you keep on knocking /pushing 

his door, keep on peeping inside- what does that mean." 
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"I don't do this. I feel scared of him. Don't know how he stares". 

"You are elder to other kids, tell them not to do that." 

"I have told her many times but nobody listens to me. But mausi, Is 

Kakku mamma really crazy?" 

On one hand, how sweet is the innocence and ignorance of kids; on 

other other hand, it is brutal too. The thing, which is incomprehensible to 

their standards, its inquisitiveness, reaches the extent of brutality. The 

abnormality of Kakku was center of interest for kids and it was not possible 

to stop by scolding them. The whole atmosphere had become tensed. Maa 

was quite upset with the fact that daughters and daughter-in-laws, both had 

no concern for their brother and only bothered about their kids. Why don't 

they stop them and teach them manners. Kakku had just become a joke for 

everybody and how could they all bear that. The moment Maa came to her 

senses, she started serving food for Kakku. Though she could not see 

Kakku's face for hours due to hustle bustle in the house. It was because of 

the physical weakness which she was suffering after death of her husband 

and due to her involvement in formalities while dealing with the guests. But 

still she asked about Kakku's whereabouts and used to give responsibility to 

someone. 

One, day don't know what happened- Kakku's meal came out 

untouched. Next day, happened the same thing- food remained untouched -

Kakku did not eat anything. Maa herself went to serve him - but he did not 

eat anything. When Maa emphasised him so he said, " you also don't eat. 

They have poisoned it." 

"Who has poisoned it?" 
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"them" 

"Who? what they have poisoned" 

"Telling you Maa ... Somebody has poisoned it." 

"Who will try to poison you, what kind of things you are talking 

about? We all had this food only. Nothing has happened to us, you eat 

something." 

When Kakku did not convince after persuasion also, then bhaia came 

to the room. 

"You try to convince him. He says somebody has poisoned his food. 

But if he is not going to eat then how will he survive? he is already so 

weak." 

Bhaia scolded him. 

"You have gone crazy. Why will somebody poison your food you eat 

it. Don't bother Maa. she is already in pain ... and now you." 

Bhaia took a spoon and put forcibly in his mouth. 

Kakku ate that rice but he was not prepared for this. Therefore, he 

spewed it out immediately. Bhaia went mad in rage. If your are not going to 

eat, it is going to harm you only. Do you now its consequences. I will 

directly send you to the hospital. Now come and eat it up." 

Do not know, all of sudden what had happened to Kakku. He gave a 

hatred fearful look to bhaia. And then he said to Maa, "he is the one. He has 

poisoned my food." 

"Maa was completely aghast by it." 

"He is your brother don't say like that." 

"You are having misconception." 
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"It is high time to send him back to the hospital. His condition has 

become worse bhaia went out after saying this." 

Kakku kept on staring at bhaia with his eyes full of hatred, anger and 

fear and the same expression remained in his eyes for long time. 

Though Maa tried to stop him but he kept on saying this- "No, no. 

you don't know this, He has poisoned the food. You also beware. He will kill 

you also. I am telling the truth. I know, he is going to kill you also. He is too 

dangerous." 

Maa's worry turned into tears: I put my hand on Kakku's forehead and 

tried to calm him down "nobody will kill you. Don't get so scared. We all 

love you a lot. why are you so scared?" 

He did not eat food. And again we got engaged in guests. 

In afternoon, Maa told bhaia to bring samagri(goods) for Yajna which 

was going to perform next day. On het 1Oth day of death, when bhaia took 

out scooter from garage, its second tyre was puncture. Bhaia was changing 

the tyre in the lawn. We all were inside. Suddenly we heard heart wrenching 

voice of bhaia- "Oh! he killed me." 

I ran towards lawn. Kakku had knife in his hand drenched with blood. 

Bhai was in the lawn, holding his stomach. Blood was going through shirt to 

pantry and then to the floor. I cried out loud - "what have you done 

,Kakku?" 

All of sudden they all forgot the context of Pitaji's death and shifted 

their focus on Kakku. They were making comments according to their own 

convenience: that brother who has done everything for him, at least he killed 

him only. Don't know, why everybody wanted to bring him back. First, he 
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killed his father then brother. It was good if he were in hospital only. It was 

useless to bring him back. They create trouble for their self as well as for 

others also. 

Do not know what does cost they have to pay of which birth. One who 

suppose to die, he is alive and others are in trouble. Everything is in god's 

hands. 

Kakku was might scared of this hue and cry. He bolted his both doors. 

One door opened towards house and other towards garage. He went through 

garage to kill Bhaia. That is why nobody got any clue. 

I continuously knocked Kakku's door. I was scared that might Kakku 

would harm himself as he had a knife. The knife was from our kitchen only 

but when did he pick up, we had no idea. Though one time mahri got a knife 

from his carpet during cleaning and she showed it to Maa. But that knife was 

not that big so Maa did not pay much attention to it. But today, knife was 

quite big, generally used in cutting fish. 

Didi and younger brother was getting annoyed with Maa that why she 

emphasized to keep Kakku at home. Why she doesn't accept the fact that he 

is not normal so its not safe to keep him at home. Maa took everybody's 

suggestions and criticism silently. One day, I overheard when she was telling 

didi -"you all are happy in your families, if I won't worry for him then who 

else will do. You all brother sisters have their own lives. For him, its me 

only. After all, this house belongs to him also. He possessed full right on this 

house and if nothing at least he has full right on me." 

She cried while saying this. Maybe she felt the absence of Pitaji 

around her. 
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Sometimes I also felt angry on Kakku but then I thought if he had 

realisation of his relationship with bhaia, he would never had done that. 

Then with defeated heart ,I had to believe that Kakku is not the same Kakku. 

And the acceptance of this brutal fact was really unbearable. If Maa would 

have also accepted that fact, the things would would have become easier. It 

is easy to break the relationship when somebody dies, then ultimately we 

accept his absence. Then we design a complete new way ofrelationship with 

him. When we build a relationship with living ones, we also keep our 

expectation with that. After that, we keep our expectation of being 

recognized. No matter, how much we deny but we all keep our expectations 

and we consider it right. That time we were swinging between belief and 

doubts. 

Sometime I felt those brothers sisters who were not with us had 

comparatively easily broken up with Kakku, as it was easy for them. They 

already had broken up with Kakku and now they wanted Maa to abandon 

him. But Maa got hurt when anybody told her to do so. When didi 

pressurised Maa to do so; then Maa said-" only shoe wearer knows where 

the shoe pinches. Everybody is taking care of elder brother. He will be all 

right in few days. He has family also. Only Maa understands Maa's pain. 

The one who is getting spoilt completely, Maa has to take care of that kid 

also." 

Whole day Kakku remained locked. Half of the family was already . 

busy in taking care of bhaia and everybody was going to hospital. Everybody 

forgot Kakku as if they had abandon him to die only Maa was going 
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continuously to his room, knocking and asking him to take food but he did 

not open. 

Next day Maa pleaded younger brother and said "You do something 

otherwise he will die without food." 

Younger brother went to Kakku's room and started hitting his door 

with his boots. I got scared that, what if Kakku hit him with knife also. After 

all, knife was with him. I went and stood behind younger brother in 

nervousness. 

As if somebody has cast some spell on him. He was continuously 

banging his door. He was hitting his door with boots and was pushing his 

door with full force to make it open. Kakku neither made any noise from 

inside and nor did he open the door. I started worrying. Something must had 

happened to Kakku. he had not been eaten for past three days. May be, he is 

fainted. "See I am your didi. I promise you that nobody will hit you. please 

open the door." 

No show again. 

And suddenly the door got opened due to continuous pushing. 

Kakku was in a comer. His scared, dead cold eyes were looking at the 

door. When bhai advanced towards he contracted more towards comer. He 

had sadness and coldness like a ice wall which is hard and opaque. I went to 

him and asked ,"why are you sitting like this Kakku? No need to get scared." 

He kept looking at me blankly. Younger brother supported him with 

his hand and said plainly, "Eat something." 

Plate embellished with food was already in the room. Bhaia made him 

sit on the chair. Bed was already hodge podge. Nobody cleaned it for past 2-
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3 days. Maa put a bite in Kakku's mouth and he did not oppose and ate it. 

All he seemed contented while eating as if somebody has fed a starving 

child. His face seemed peaceful. He had no shadow of storm happened in the 

past. 

Now it was essential to sent him back to the hospital because nobody 

could trust his behaviour. Maa still pressurizes, "why don't leave him to me? 

I will take care of him. Nobody has any need to come close to him." 

When bhaia came back from hospital, he spent one odd month m 

house only. And other people left after 13 days. But because bhaia was in 

hospital all rites of 1 01
h and 131

h day of death went very quietly. The absence 

of elder brother was felt and worried everyone but we could not blame 

Kakku also. Bhaia was trying to persuade Maa it is very essential to sent him 

to the hospital. Next month is Shashi's marriage. You are going to take care 

of Kakku or will do arrangements of the marriage. Anyways guests will 

come, how will you do with Kakku?" 

Bhaia had no complaints or hatred against Kakku - had only 

responsibility on his shoulders. I felt touched. That is what called as clash of 

responsibilities and duties. From where do you get to know what is right and 

what is wrong. Was choosing me over Kakku, sending him back to the 

hospital for sake of my marriage; was it a right decision? How do you define 

the compatibility between Karma and Dharma? had bhaia chosen the right 

thing? Who will be going to decide? Can time decide that? Time that takes 

you ahead in· life and leave circumstances behind. Time that can only 

analyse situations according to remembrances. It only poses question in the 

present. And its answer are generally exist either in womb of past or 
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somewhere in abyss of future. That what can somebody do. Life just like a 

knitted threads of weaving decisions -one way other ways. If we keep on 

weaving it on one way only, what kind of pattern its going to be. 

I did not want to leave Maa alone. But everybody said that marriage 

should not be stopped. Auspicious events should not be hindered by 

anything. As if marriage is also as firm rule of nature like death. It's time 

can not be deferred. 

I felt supported by the thought that at least Ashok is with me. But I 

felt marriage celebration as a big mountain of responsibility. I could not 

muster up the courage to cross it on my own. I had no zeal about any 

celebration in my heart, no longing for anything. 

But now when it is decided for my marriage, so everybody got 

indulge in there work areas. Bhaia got engaged in barat arrangements, the 

arrangement for their warm welcome, catering etc. Maa had to arrange for 

ornaments, beddings quilts and utensils and other dowry arrangements. With 

great disinterest, I shopped for those heavy saree's for which I was keen 

since ages. Might be this was the only way to handle that pain. Maa took me 

sometimes to goldsmith, sometimes to the utensils shop for arrangements of 

my marriage gifts. That was the only way, she used to come out of the house 

otherwise she was always lost in memories ofPitaji and Kakku. 

Again, guests clustered in the house. Didi and younger brother took 

only two days leave for marriage. 

Nobody even talked about Kakku. He was there in the hospital during 

all customs of marriage. Maa told bhaia - "at least send him sweets of 
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marriage". Bhaia scolded Maa "what kind of thing you are talking about. 

How will he digest sweets in sickness." 

"So what? at least he will taste. Its a shagun (Good omen)." 

"All right I"ll give him." 

This celebration was not so big as it can be in some normal 

circumstances.Only close relatives were invited. Minimum decoration and 

- music was there. Low volume Shahnai and very simple and sober 

embellishment. Three centres of essence. Three points on the same line. 

They are as close, as far they are. One point does not touch the other but still 

one imbibes in other. Heart remained disconcerted. In every custom, 

whenever the realization of absence of Pitaji was felt, it was heartening. 

I felt a bit guilty inside that I am leaving everybody in these hardships 

and going away. As if Maa and Kakku in mid stream and going to sail on 

some safe ship and going to reach a safe. Before sitting in Doli and while 

crossing the threshold, granny said while throwing wheat on me as a custom 

"now your life is yours and ours is ours. May you have a happy life ahead" I 

busted into tear. As if it was a formal announcement that I donot belong to 

this house anymore as if somebody has snatched this threshold also. 

Maa would not go with bhaia. She would not leave this city. She 

wanted to be near Kakku only. How will she meet him?Offcourse it will take 

long time for transfer of bhaia to Ma's place. Just like this many questions 

and worries were arisen in that fragrant deep dark night, that knot which 

created all together a new relationship. But i couldn't leave the memories of 

threshold behind. However, I knew that now that threshold no longer 

belongs to me- my fate was now somebody else. But actually something else 
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had happened-- was Anshu a part of that remembrance of that threshold? Or 

he was par of my fate only? - my fate not even Ashok's --ideally he should 

be his par.t when you are with somebody you share life but it is not 

necessary that you share each other's fate. It was not about Ashok only. It 

was about me also. Was I not sharing Kakku's fate? 

Ashok actually brought me into new world. The colourful, warbling, 

happening and shining world of Mumbai. The musical evenings, Theatrical 

evenings, celebrities evenings .Every evening had its only fragrance and 

charm, its own colour. Ashok always wanted me to be near by him - did not 

let me leave for a single moment. Infact, when he use to go for business 

meetings, he always took me along with him. He goes in some building for 

meeting and I used to sit in the car with driver waiting for him. When he 

goes for business meeting, it was like picnic or vacations for us. He used to 

say "you are like that diamond that can not be left at home." 

"Why? What will happen at home?'' 

"Who knows, some devil will take you away?" 

"Devil or Adam" 

"I don't trust either" 

My whole world revolved around Ashok only. There was no place for 

anyone else I could not find time to write a letter to Maa. Those Kakku and 

Maa with whom I shared my years of life now had no context and space in 

my day-to-day life. I had been in only one grip since morning till evening. 

Every time its only about him - to embellish myself for him, always thinking 

about him - planning for new cuisines in breakfast, Lunch and dinner. To 

make his clothes wash from washer man, to stitch buttons of his shirts 
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etc ... etc. That house was actually extension of Ashok's part only. I always 

used to think about decorating house and keep on going to market for its 

shopping. Sometimes I had to change curtains, had to buy new bedcovers, 

sometimes had to buy new trendy shirt for Ashok and sometime had to buy 

new saree. By making myself beautiful, I was actually trying to make Ashok 

happy. If ever Ashok leaves me alone, the works related to him keep on 

revolving around me. As if life was plunged in some of revolving wheel and 

it is continuously going on like this. I was so damn busy- only pace, flowing 

with the flow, kept on going on. Before marriage my life was so slow that I 

could feel the speed, could smelt it, could see it. What else I had in my life 

that time -college, friends, Maa, Kakku, Pitaji. Other brother sisters were 

only shareholders of festivals and occasional letters That time there were 

very few people in my life. Where as here Ashok meant that parafernilia 

which includes his family, his lots of friends, friend's wives, clubs, parties, 

business contacts and do not know it also includes many suddenness. 

It was about two years, I did not go to meet Maa once in this duration. 

Though in day time i remain busy in my consideration of new life but I used 

to get dreams at night of my past life that used to refresh my memory again. 

That time, that life used to come in entirely different shades, wired world of 

dreams. I had this reccuring dream - solitary and cold night. Snow covered 

hillock, moonlight in dark deep cold night; but there was no warmth in that 

moonlight. But if there was anything, it was only blue coldness there. I see 

Pitaji lying down on some snow-covered hillock and there is some trunk of 

old tree near his body. He is surrounded by whiteness of snow and silence of 

the dark. I look towards that trunk and its dry branches. I start shivering 
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unknowingly. When I woke up afterthat dream, I was trembling with fever 

and body was cold. 

One other reccuring dream was sad and gloomy face of maa in close-

up. Sometimes she cried in that dream as if, somebody had died but for 

whom, It was not clear in the dream. I woke up nervously and keep on 

solving the riddle in the fearful darkness around me. Why Maa is crying? 

and for who's death? for what? had already happened ... or something else is 

going to happen?. 

One night suddenly bhaia's call came that Maa is not well. If I come 

for few days to meet her as she is missing me. 

I was expecting Anshu that time. Ashok did not want me to leave 

alone. Today it is very weird to think about it, that time Ashok was the 

closed companion of mine but now we are so far under the same roof. Our 

life is entirely on different tracks. That Anshu, for his care, he was not 

letting me go alone, now he has become eye sour for him. After Anshu met 

an accident, he did not give so much heed to him so that he will not effect 

his business and his society. He always tried to keep himself away from him 

as if he does not exist. Or even ifhe exits, its all because ofsomebody's else 

bad deeds. How can anybody become such stone hearted? Is it right way to 

become heedless for this pain to save yourself from that pain? and this ways 

of protection is so weird that one builds several castles to camouflage 

themselves from pain. The process of protecting yourself makes this pain as 

less painful. 

I still do not forget that incident, when Anshu started painting. 

Every time, he was into painting - every flat surface seemed like a canvas for 
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him and starts painting on it. I bought different types of colours, brushes and 

canvas papers for him. Sometime he makes pictures on varanda floor with 

chalk or sometimes with straws on damp soil of garden. I never stopped him 

while he was doing this because I thought he has got a medium of 

expression. If he had painted something interesting, I used to hang it on wall 

and keeps on appreciating it to encourage him. Ashok never liked these 

pictures on the wall. He wanted to have pictures of famous artists on the 

wall. One day, anshu spoiled some of the important papers of Ashok on his 

study table by his sketches. When Ashok saw that, he went mad with rage. 

He did not see anything and went to beat Anshu. Anshu was sitting in the 

lawn with me learning counting and numbers. He just started with the 

needle, Ashok pulled his right arm Anshu got scared and I screamed out 

loud. Ashok was about to say something bad to Kakku, I immediately holds 

his hand with my both hands, " don't you dare to hit him! his no mistake is 

that big that you need to hit him. You know his conditions." 

"you have spoilt him. I find you crazy too?" 

"All right you can say whatever you want to?But if you want to hit 

him, hit me first" I challenged him. 

Ashok went to his room in anger. He murmured while going, "the 

house had become creche of kids. Wired things keep hanging on the wall 

and she says, you do not stay at home. The house has become assylum. 

Throwing colour doesn't mean painting. Own life has spoilt.. want to spoil 

mine too." 

I could hear the recurrence of one word in his speech "Asylum -

Asylum". She will tum me crazy too ?don't know when will I get rid of these 
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crazy people?That day I doubt for a moment, Is it true that I am actually 

getting crazy. You can not realise your own craziness. Then I shed off this 

feeling "If it is craziness then let it be." 

Don't know why but that day I keep on recalling the thrashing of 

Kakku by Pitaji and I became sad and worried. No, I will not let it happen. 

Ashok will not hit Anshu. He never touched Anshu with love how dare he 

can hit Anshu. And yes there is no right of anybody to harm .somebody 

physically; be it his parents, the one who gives birth has responsibility of 

protection-- has no right to harm him. Though parents have right to rectify 

their kid's mistakes but it has its own limits So many questions were there. 

So brutally, but I could not muster up the courage to stop Pitaji. This change, 

power and courage has come after achieving motherhood. Was it result of the 

completeness? I achieved through motherhood or it was result of 

circumstances only? I had to protect my part. This power of motherhood 

hided that vulnerable tender Shashi. When Anshu was in my lap, I was not 

afraid of any of the man in the word. But I cannot understand till now if this 

power was already in me, could I save Kakku too? Or it was all game of 

circumstances. 

Circumstances - nobody has any control over it. It happens in their 

own way. We either keep on lifting that burden or keep on watching it 

helplessly. On one hand, I also feel that the facilities today which we are 

blessed with be it knowledge, inventions, experiences; If it were there in that 

time, Kakku would also be fine. Or was Kakku in such a state that he 

couldn't redeemed no matter how much efforts we had put... had to 

happened in this way only. 
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I always posed this question to my own ones and to others But never 

got any right answer. Everybody has its only personality, identity. Has it's 

own story and its twists and turns. One story cannot be same. Still my 

confusion and my repentances was deep routed inside my heart. Anshu and 

my relationship was extention of my relationship with Kakku. I could 

understand Anshu better when I think him in context of Kakku. If Kakku 

was not there I would not have understood Anshu at all. He would have also 

been rotten in same in some inhuman hospital. And the way Ashok has filled 

his blank spaces of life by other names and with other social activities, I 

would have done the same. But Now, it has become a whole sole aim of my 

life, my life's biggest challenge. Though I know due to focus on this, I have 

lost many important things of my life as well as relations too. I have 

detached myself from everything. 

The exploitation because of this decision, I tolerated everything with a 

smile. I had to bear it when axis of my life is Anshu. So Ashok also had to 

find some axis. So what is she makes me feel helpless, no matter if I rebel or 

cry for it. He has all excuses for everything. Ashok's same reply, "you don't 

have time for me. "You want me to pay condolence every time, sitting near 

you. If I am spending some good time with others, what is bad in that?". 

Ultimately, I was blamed for everything. "I have my own needs. Do 

you even care for me? A woman is not only mother, she has her 

responisibility of wife also. What you have done for me? tell me? what you 

have do?e. You want me to stay with you all the time at home only. My life 

belongs to me also, have not rented it for others." 
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Sometimes he said after getting pissed off, "whatever you doing either 

God can do this or devote I am nothing of them let me be a human." 

And he also "we have alternative also. Why don't you think about 

it?We both are capable. I felt shrieking pain inside." 

Might I have rented my life. First Ashok took it on rent. Now in that 

price only, somebody else has come to live in. And that someone has 

become so important that now landlord and the tenant both have forgotten 

what agreement they had in past. 

I never met Ashok' girlfriend. Phone calls do come. When Ashok is at 

home, he keeps on talking to somebody on the phone for hours. Friends, 

Business, acquaintance- these days relationships can be tagged as per 

convenience. But who satisfies your physical and emotional needs, there is 

no name possible for such relationship. It's not your wife or beloved because 

wife or beloved only satisfies partially. So whosoever she it. She is satisfing 

Ashok physically as well as emotionally. So I accept her. When most of 

times, Ashok don't come at night so I don't even ask him, where was he? I 

knew that he is going to give excuses of bridge party and business meeting 

and I could make out in his eyes that he was telling me a fairy tales. Why 

should I blame Ashok? My own satisfaction is completely dependent on 

Anshu I have also find happiness somewhere else. However its roots are 

there in my strange circumstances. So if he finds his happiness somewhere 

else from his wife so it is also justified. Still Ashok feels this house belongs 

to him .... He has not talked about breaking up with me. And is it not 

sufficient that nobody else had compelled him to breaking up with 

me?through she has full right to ask for it. Ashok has also paid for it. And 
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anyways Ashok had no Kakku in the past. So how could he feel same for 

Anshu like I was feeling for him. His careless childhood wanted to be free as 

always. The way past experience prepared me for my coming future, it did 

not happen to Ashok. Ashok experiences must have prepared him for same 

other kind of future. What were they? I did not even try to find it out. I 

expected him to devote himself to An shu like I did. Was not that unfair on 

my part? He also needed some support which could help him to forget the 

hurt ,which was given by me and Anshu. If that SUJ<pOrt is given by 

somebody else to him shouldn't I be thankful to her? I should be thankful to 

that person, who has given all the happiness and satisfactions which was 

actually snatched by me only. 

Doctor said it was my fourth month so I can go through flight and all 

of sudden ,idea of going to back my own Delhi fiiied a certain kind of charm 

in me. As if I was waiting for so long to go there. If bhaia would not have 

called, I could not have gone to meet Maa. I always felt for my married 

sister that they have become someone else. After marriage their way of 

talking was also changed. Their behaviour was mixed with formalities, 

artificialities and some shadow of their in laws in them. Now I could fee] 

more change in myself as compare to them or may be it was due to Ma's 

lesson you live happily in your home. 

Bhaia came to receive me on airport. He seemed weak he looked aged 

too. He had some white hair near his temples. After Pitaji 's death, bhaia took 

all responsibility on his shoulders .. The moment he saw me, his eyes started 

glowing with light of happiness. I forgot every change which hasd occurred 

in my body and became like their own Shashi. 
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"How's Maa?" 

She has come back from hospital. But she is not allowed to exert 

herself. 

"And bhabhi?" 

"She is in Bangalore with kids. Their exams are about to come." 

"What about your transfer?" 

"I am trying. May be it will happen next year." 

It was not possible to hide that raw nerve for long time. 

"How's Kakku?" 

"Maa used to go and meet him before. She was getting bothered in 

buses, that too in this age. She does not listen to me. What can anybody do 

in front of her obstinacy? That is why she got heart attack she even went in 

her sickness also. She is insisting me to bring him home, so that she can 

meet him." 

I remembered the advices given by Ashok so I kept quite. He got 

worried when I was going.He said, "See Shashi, I can understand your 

feeling but don't go with it too much. Keep yourself away from Kakku we 

cannot take any risk on account of our kid." 

I consoled him, "I' will take care of myself completely." Who knew 

what was his real intentions. 

Maa was lying on the bed. She could not move much I had to bend to 

hug her. 

"Oh! I feel so relaxed to see you. I felt that this girl has forgotten me 

no letter, no contact." 

"I wrote one two. Even you did not reply". 
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"Here house, Kakku, did not get time from? Such mess. and I was not 

well too." 

"Now forget all the bitter memories. I have come all the way for you 

only." 

That time, a maid used to come for Maa to attend her all the time. She 

used to cook and clean. Maa was calling her loudly. I was surprised Maa 

was treating me as guest 

"I am not a guest why are getting bothered so much. I do not 

need tea, snack, I already had it in plane. If I'll need it, I am going to ask for 

it." But still everybody was treating me like a quest. Even bhaia also. Infact, 

I was also feeling awkward.House was also bit changed in these two years. 

Now it was no longer a brand new painted house. Walls had patches and 

somewhere dirt on it. Especially near switches and near bolts, these dirt 

patches were really dark. There was dirt on show pieces in window also. I 

was married from new painted house, but that shine was faded now. I was 

surprised on Maa. She was always busy in keeping the house clean. 

Untidiness was unbearable for her. She use to make the house painted on 

every Diwali, now the place was looking completelydeserted. 

Life had become stagnant around. I was now used to the busy life of 

Mumbai. I felt my life became relaxed after coming to Maa. Life had 

become more compact.t I had nothing much to do. From Maa's room to 

lawn, chatting with friends on phone or shopping from vegetable hawkers or 

to see- new constriction around the house from terrace. To see those 

constructions brick by brick, I could feel high inside. Then suddenly I 

realized the sand, pebbles, market around me. And I could feel those 
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continuous face changing strong shadows floundering around me. Those 

shadows use to clinch me so badly that as if my identity is also getting 

dissolved in that. 

When I came to home,Bhaia was relaxed . So he was planning to go 

back to Bangalore. Ma emphasized, " I told you naa, make me meet Kakku . 

Then go." 

"You wanted to meet Shashi Now you are chanting Kakku's name" 

"She will also meet her brother." 

"Maa, in such condition " 

" All right, he wont stay here. I will bring him in the morning and 

going to leave him back in the evening." 

"What so ever. You at least bring him. its been months.! could not see 

his face. Don't know weather he eats anything or not." 

When Kakku came, I felt that I am looking at his shadows. Body had 

really becomes so meek and weak that if somebody will apply force, he will 

break down into pieces. No flesh was left in his body. Only Skelton was 

there. Bones and only bones. As if he was some scare crow. Body and face 

had became dark. As if there was no blood drop in the body. That dimple 

cheeks were sunken inside. That 24 years young man was gradually spoiling 

day by day. He had not even shadow of that young man in him. He was 

more looking like scary skelton. He could not stand on his own. Bhaia 

directly took him to his room and made him lie down. Maa also started 

walking and moving in the house. In next six seven day she went to his 

room. I had fear in my mind for my expecting baby so I kept watching him 

at a distance. He did not reply in a single word when I greeted him, as if I 
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did not mean anything from him. Maa also got only replied of yes No only. 

He had no recognition of any relationship in his eyes. He did not recognise 

Maa also. He seemed so weak that may be he is having problem even while 

talking. He was anyways coughing again and again. The pain on his pale 

face became more prominent whenever he was coughing. Then with great 

pain,he spitted some mucus. Blood spots were also there in his mucus. 

I felt depressed after seeing Kakku. I remembered that 15-16 years that 

young boy's shining face of whitish complexion and my heart sank in deep 

dig hole, whenever I used to see this Kakku. Once or twice, I cried in front 

of Maa only. See what suppose to happen and what happens in reality. From 

15 to 25 or less than these years, golden year for anybody's life; In these 

years, one dreams, aims high the ambitions flourish. When all theses things 

are in their highest spirit, at that very time if somebody life turns hellish that 

person becomes only a bleeding running sore. 

When bhaia took him back in the evening Maa said- "Now he is not 

going to live more." 

"Maa the pain his suffering from, It will be actually good for him 

.Don't know how I said that." 

"I think you are right nothing is left in his body. TB has eaten up all 

his energy. Now his body is only filled with blood and mucus .Its all 

because of me, my fault." 

"Why you say that Maa?" 
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"Yes, it is! I ate so many contraceptives. We did so much for abortion 

.We already had five kids. He also said that, "what is need of taking more 

burden .And because of that he got mental aliment." 

"Why are you blaming yourself Maa. It's not everything in our hand. 

It was destined." 

But while saying this I felt somewhere that whatever Ma had told, 

might was the reason of Kakku's condition. May be, Maa is responsible for 

it. I felt restlessness inside. An unsuccessful abortion can make somebody's 

life as hell. So who is responsible for it? 

How ironical is that? Whatever happens, has to happen. No matter 

how much we try for it. 

But Ma never said this before. Had she realized before or she felt it 

now. May be, she did not realize it earlier. That face of Maa was full of 

gloominess. Silent and that inquisitive face. He had that fear of answers on 

her face. 

But who can say that it is true or not. He did not right condition to 

grow up in a right way. It something else would have happened to him. If he 

would have got selected in some medical college ... his dreams of becoming a 

doctor ... If everything could have happened according to his wish only .... 

Would thing have been same ?which circumstances can lead someone 

where? .... can somebod know that before .... Might it would have also 

happened ... Kakku would have selected in some medical or engineering 

college and something would have happened to him there ... what would be 

our plight then .... would Pitaji be hurt and broken ... or he would be proud 

of his son's intelligence , that at least its proven to the people. Or his pain 
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would be enhanced because what was suppose to happened and what 

actually has happened. Life is what;to live drop by drop or drop by drop 

loosing it. We uselessly try to find reason for life and death. Circumstances 

get mould in such a way, that we keep on looking for truth and lies in such 

situations and remain far from reality. I think ideal truth is far from human 

reality. It can not be achieved like human love.It is desirable but not 

achievable. 

I felt that as if we are suffering from same ulcer and its getting 

communicated to everybody. 

It was around two months that I had been staying with Maa. One day 

we got a call from hospital "Kumud Sehgal condition is critical. Lungs have 

stopped working. Don't think he will last long. If you people want to meet 

him or want to take him back, you may." 

I was aghast, what to do now? Maa still was very week. Bhaia went 

back to Bangalore. I was pregnant, so my body had also become quite 

heavy. I did not use to go anywhere much. And If I could! would I have 

been able to go to hospital? Mind become restless .But I could do anything I 

did not even tell Maa about it. I called bhaia. It was hard for bhaia to take off 

from office. But he said he will try to manage something. Maa felt 

something ... she said "It's been long time that I have seen Kakku." 

"You get all right first. Then meet him." 

" Yes, you are right don't know what disconceiiment, I am feeling 

inside. Wish i could meet him. Then I thought of ca1ling chachaji. However, 

I didn't call him. Don't know, know why! May be I was thinking, when 
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bhaia comes, he will take him. Chacha anyways considered it useless to 

meet him. 

After two days again I got call from hospital. that scariest news which 

was expected, still heart was sinking inside. On one side I felt relieved that 

he got rid off this hellish life as well as as well as us also. But with this, 

there was a thought inside which was pushing me in painful darkest cave 

that I have lost him forever. 

Maa fainted with the news. It was second dreadful shock for her 

within two and half years. But this shock did not give that much pain, that 

our everthing is lost; the way we felt during Pitaji's death. She was repeating 

this thing only . Why my kids suffered so much? God why? Why you put 

him in such pain? As if she was asking for justice from him. Justice, which 

he did not get when he was alive. 

Bhaiya reached after twenty four hours of his death. No body 

else,only brother -sisters were informed about his death. The dead body 

was braught. When Bhaiya reached, It was stiff as stick. Immediately, all the 

ceremonies were performed. Washing the body and putting new clothes on it 

and took it to the crematorium place. Whosoever could reach, reached. We 

did not wait for anyone. As if kakku' s whole identity was a kind of 

contagious, from which everbody wanted to wash their handsoff by finshing 

as soon as possible. 
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He always wanted to come back home. Now his dead body did not get 

full time to stay at home. Those rites which are actually the right of anybody 

, that were also performed hastily becase ideally it was right. Maa was also 

broken inside. Otherwise who else was there in the house who could defend 

Kakku. I was myself worried for Anshu who was in my womb. Relatives 

came after fourth and tenth day of death. On the 13th day of death, Maa 

herself performed all the rites of yajna in living room. 

One more layer of desertedness covered that house. As if that house 

has grown old in its youth. It was also vanishing drop by drop. 

After four days, i was fiddling through Pitaji's papers in his almirah. 

Nobody got the time to look into his almirah after his death. It had been 

locked in locker as it is in his godrej almirah for past two years. However, 

almirah was in Maa' s room only but she neither wanted to open it nor had 

any inquisitiveness. She also said, she had no knowledge about it. 

All of sudden I saw envelop in a locker. When I opened it I saw a will 

inside it which was signed and stamped by lawyer. I read out all the will. It 

had reference of Kakku. It was written there that ultimately this house 

belongs to the two sons. But the moment Kakku is alive, he is main share 

holder of the house. He will stay here only. He also reserved some amount 

for his look after. He also gave instruction for his look after in the house 
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It was the big time irony Pitaji made this will keeping Kakku in his 

mind. Today after his death, first time this will was read out. 

So that's why Pitaji was in hurry to build atleast a nest for Kakku to 

stay. On other side, Kakku consider Pitaji responsible for his chucking out of 

house. Pitaji put his best efforts to build this house. That house which he 

could not ever stay. If he were alive, would he be able to stay here? 

Nobody wept on Kakku's death apart from Maa. Her tears were 

silent. Tears would have become rebel in front of those who were talking 

about riddance from him. She would have to muster of her courage for 

crying also. And Maa already shattered. Her life's big chunk was already 

wasted in this hustle-bustle. Tears were also got dried, because they were 

already shed in abundance when he was alive. There was not much 

difference when he was alive and now when he is dead. 

Kakku already desolved drop by drop and was vanishing from 

the house. 

And I was busy in building (filling) Anshu drop by drop to 

provide him the nest. When Anshu took birth, it was like Kakku was reborn. 

That sharp prominent features, that dimples in cheeks. But I was also scared 

inside, while accepting this similarity. Will Anshu's future be going to have 
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same tragic life, what Kakku suffered? I was scared even by the thought. But 

I never had that clue in my subconscious that something is going to happen 

like this. Not even that time When he fall down from first floor and got 

injury on his head. That time I had not any fear of losing him forever. But I 

kept on telling myself. I never try to abort him, though I prayed for him. 

Then why? Why it happened to me and my Anshu. 

But nobody has any control over circumstances. You try to mould 

situation on your own. I am also trying to make those people aware about the 

needs of Anshu and his kind of kids, those who have money, power and 

those who have caliber to change the circumstances even if they don't have 

potential, atleast they pretend. 

Ashok was also annoyed with my this effort. He also look down 

to those people who are associated with me due to Anshu. Either they were 

mothers of handicapped, school and those social activist in this field. 

Though, I have lost everything but I have found peace in one person he is 

actually extention of my feelings for Anshu. Ashok hates me. That day he 

said, "You people are doing so much politics. Leaders of handicapped. 

People can sell their pain also. You are using your sons disability. You 

should also fight election on the seat reserved for disable candidates." 

Such bitterness, so much sarcasm. This is all because I put my 

best effort to raised Anshu. But that energy has made me strong, 
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independent woman, not even dependent on Ashok. His ego could not digest 

it. That Shashi who used to be in four walls of house is gradually facing the 

whole world with high head. Because of his fifteen years old son Anshu is 

learning way of life on his own in a school situated on a hill top. Now we 

don't have to make him learn the meager households stuff. Because he has 

became efficient enough to be independent. His independent gave me a kind 

of freedom so that I can path to others also. To hold those mothers in sharing 

pain, he was calling it politics. Was It not essential for me to accept this 

society and to be part of it? Was Ashok's society going to accept Anshu 

ever? Was he just going to be only embarrassment state for them? the thing 

which happened to Kakku. I just had to choose Anshu at the cost of losing 

the world of Ashok or had to choose Ashok's world at the cost of Anshu, 

and that's what exactly happen. I had to lose Ashok for it. Was it not 

destined to happen? 

But it happened gradually by keeping everything in disguise. Or 

I was lost in light of Anshu that everything around him was blurred to my 

eyes. My own carelessness, detachment. Might be I would not have realised 

it yet if somebody had not pointed me to towards it. And once you see it, 

you can well imagine in eyes what other things are going on. Then we get 

surrounded by ghosts of pain 

Many times heart cries out. Hand advances towards phone's 

cradle. Want to tell that stranger, can you set free my husband? would you 

be able to return my Ashok. But Ashok went on my wish only, now will he 
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again come back on my wish? When I lost my control and cried infront of 

him then he labeled it as politics. I only possess right this much. I am not 

one of those people whose both arms are for welcoming only. I have to hold 

so many things at the same time. And with one minor carelessness, these 

tender things can fall apart. I can recollect the broken peaces but is it 

possible to reshape it as it was? While reshaping it, those cracks and freckles 

will remain on its face. And all efforts of building all chunk together have 

always vain. So what else is left in my life? 

Anshu had sent his two pictures from his school which is 

situated in the hill top. There is similarity between the two sheds which he 

has used in his painting- one is royal blue resembling huge Mediterranean 

sea and other is Scarlet red resembling the sky in dawn time in the morning. 

In one picture, there is only play of these two sheds. Somewhere light and 

somewhere deep impressons of these two sheds. There is a blue line in made 

which is a getting intersected by red line going vertical. In second picture 

there is a impression of man also in it. Sulken cheeks, sharp nose and so 

meek body which is almost looking like skelton. Don't know what happen to 

my body whenever I see this picture. I always see Kakku in it. Struggling 

with life and death and this skelton appears in front of my eyes. 

But An shu .... but how come he has this image in his mind. Was he 

living with Kakku inside his heart like me? I have always kept him in my 

heart. If Kakku could have paint, would he have painted the same? Or if 

Kakku would have painted, he would have been saved from that hell. But 
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what Kakku could have done and what he could not, nobody even tried to 

find out. No matter it was because of the circumstances or it was destined. 

But Kakku might have made me so strong that I could save Anshu. And 

there is another possibility that like Maa said everybody suffers according to 

their fate. The circusmstances in which Kakku took birth and in what 

situation he had been brought up- can be also call it his mere fate? 

Questions! Questions! Questions! We always keep on suffering 

with questions. Not a single answer. Or we can again call it destiny or fate. 

Are questions also get affected by circumstances? However, we get answer 

from our destiny only. Or fate is only the question and the only answer is 

circumstances. Those circumstances which are drinking blood and having 

flesh scratched by sharp nails of facts and reality. Where the destiny become 

the only remedy for relief like a useless whore searching for its clients. 

Ready to be with any one who so ever is going to ticket. 

Maa is completely settered. That person whose waiting for 

death, his life becomes worse than death. She wanders alone in that house 

like her own shadow. She says that house has become deserted after Kakku 

left. Kakku barely stayed in that house. That house which is still waiting 

eagerly to welcome him. As if some ready bride will not able to go with 

groom. For Maa, his presence only could bring liveliness in her life. No 

matter that presence was useless for others or no matter how painful his 

presence for Maa also. His absence give the meaning of his presence. 

Though, this presence lost its meaning when he was alive 
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I showed those pictures to Maa painted by Anshu, I talked about 

Kakku "I have never talked about Kakku with Anshu ... Never have shown 

his pictures. Then how come this picture? 

Maa did not pay much attention to my statement and said "it can be 

somebody in your subconscious. That's why you are thinking so. And 

whereas Kakku is concerned, what ever had happened to him, it was 

destined, even God coud not rectified it." 

I kept staring at Maa. 

When Kakku was in my womb, I had this fear in my mind. Why? 

Maa got bit hesitated. The eyes in that wrinkled face tried to hide from 

themself only. It drooped down and then she started staring at some blank 

space. 

Your doctor uncle said ... "You know one year after your birth, i 

suffered from diabetes. But thank God! you were born. He said, a child born 

from diabetic mother, he can be mentally challenged. 

Maa's throat become choked with tears but still I asked mercilessly. 

"So you knew about Kakku?" 
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"What if I knew ..... pain remain same. I tried to abort him. But 

anyways who knows everything. He was talking about possibility. I did not 

know that it is going to happen. I prayed alot. Had this belief in my heart 

that God will listen to our prayers ... on hopes only ... " 

The eyes in that wrinkled face shimmered with tears. I kept on 

thinking while staring at that skeleton impressons in shed&s of red blue 

colour. Maa also struggled on her part. her strutggle with destiny. In that 

struggle, her defeat was almost destined. And my struggle was with 

circumstances. Have I actually won the battle? I have lost Ashok in front of 

my eyes. Was it because of circumstances ? But pain has different faces. 

What happens ultimately? What actually is there? We give different 

definitions according to our own convenience and wisdom. Maa left 

everything in hands of destiny and I have left everything to me only. Pain is 

on one side. No matter how it looks and what its consequences going to be? 

It has its relationship with each individual only ... one who suffers, one who 

gets squeezed by every single carat, one who gets tear apart by them ..... one 

who vanishes drop by drop. 
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cp-(ffi-~-~ ~ ~ t I W -tf;l ~ 3ljql~ ~ WPR ~ 5 : 

"The story is not of perishing drop by drop but also of 

building up in the same way." 

~ "('Rg" ~ "ct "T? ~ Cf)T <IT ~ ftl Cf5 I crft ~ I ~T f.i Cf5 ClJ I {..c<:J 1311 cpr 

croR ~ -tf ~ 114 ~ ~ q){ ~ ill m ill 310 q)1 3A0 m \JffiiT 

<IT \i1T ffi f8ft Tf ~ ~ -qrocp vgur cpffl ~. erg ffi ~ ct ~ ~ 
~ qffi I ~'<i~C! ~ 3ljCII~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "Cf5T LR ~ fcnm S 
3fR ~fu!Cbl ct 3l~ Cf ~ ffi cn1 41oCbl. ('fCt) qg=q1~ "Cf5T <:rmcl x=r:r0 ~ 
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~ ftl Cb I -;{ \3 4 ..-[!I fi ~ \!SI ci ~ ~ f5cfl c>il Cf>l fcrd <li ~ :!!31 cl'/i "CbT 

~~~~~fcp: 

~ 6T ~ c5 ~ ~I ~ lf(Yf c5 "ffi~l ~ CJ51 ~ tr "fffiffl, ~ 

fq \!=J'i I, ~ ~ cYC'i'\ 3l"fCf5rn c5 ~ dl '$ 'i I, -qr;ir cp1 ~ +f ~, Jll \!i Ji H 

fR "4X \3dHI, ~ ~ tlr ~ col- diCbdl, ~ ~ "4"'$ Tfm, ~ m 
~JIIl3, ~ x=rcrrx 5FfT, ~ ~ l3C:I'il, JJIJI61i[C11 ffiT, 3TICf ~ ~ dTCf ~I 

~'iCbl JljCll~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I 

Birds of same feather flock together, companion of my life, 

herculean task, I was G.ienching my fist & was trying to hold 

water in it, make hue & cry, face completely pale, grinding under 

the wheel, heart was sinking in the cave, disconcerted, tum into 

pieces, glance look mad is rage etc. 

tA-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3fR f5cfl 41dCf>l. -zyn CJ51 arR ~ 

~I 3ITCPTIU~ ClR t1'1'$'il 3l1R -rr ~ ~ <:IT 'ii:!Jif¢1 cpp:r ~I ~ 

~ "CbT JljCll~ ~ 41oct>'i c5 ~ tA- Hercules task fcOm ~ 1 

Hercules ~ ~ Mythology "CBT cfR ~ m \JIT 'ii:!Jif¢1 col :!JiFch'i 

fcOm ~ m 1 ~ ~ ~ "Law of Possibility & Probability" 

C"PIICB'<! ~ jl31Clxl CJ51 ~ JljCll~ fcOm %I 

~ftlCBI ~ \Jf1Tl3"-~ Jl1R ~ -rr 41d<'hl -cpl ~ ~ ~ Cb'<!Cli[JI c. 

% 3fR ft11¢ ~ cr ~ ~ -rr ~ m f!Jif"41 ~I cYlftlCbl f8H5.1c1l % 
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~ ~ ~ 3lLR'r '(igf&14'i ct "fiT~ fqcpf.iCf) lR V1ml 5 3TR 31Ri-liTfl c#t 

• Cf5T f.igl\!ctl ~ \!ilildl 5 : 
1 "ct>lfctct> c#t ili~--11 -B ~ "ct ~ ~ ~ 51 ~ dl\riJi5c>i c#t 

fllilf.i~ct ~ tiT~ \Cc<:il&ll c#t ~ ~ -g+1 ~ qmTI ct ~ -B ~ ~ 

~I" 

In moonlight of November, Tajmahal became whiter & 

lighter than cotton swabs and with its charm, we had reached 

some fantasy land on our dream chariot. 

61<>1iFcP ~ ~jCII~ "B tR cgt9 ~ ~ -Cf5T ~ ~ 5 3fR 
Cf51fctct> lff6 ~ ~ -tR Month of November Cl)f ~ fclxrr 51 

~ 3fR \rf1l6 ~ftlCf)l 3l1R ~ -B ~ ~ Cf)\!Cll~ ~ f&i~~ 6 
2'~ 3fR ~ XTO, ~ ~ ~ ~ ... ~ cpj ~ ~ 3ltTfr XTff "B 

ili~41 "tfi ~ ~~dl! tR \1fT \1~~~~ -B fl1arfr m Jliil6c ;:ffl1 ~ 1 

Solitary & cold night. .. snow covered hillock. moonlight in 

dark deep cold night but there was no warmth in that cold night. 

61 m ~ ~fi¢1 ~ ~ ~ m Alternative Translation 
-g) ~ ~ lffl ~ ~jCII~ ~ 3fR ~ <l~ ~ ~ ~ CB1 ~ 
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~ 3fR ~ JOH5 fCl ~o~ Lfal viT c>) ~ Cb I ~ ~ \3 4 ~I xi "B \3 \ill~ I x fcP"m 
t, % t 'iiR?I\ CBT Ji'i'l~$11f.iCb 1ffcCfJ'I 0 11 c>1ftlCbl "\ill ~ ~. ~ C11TIIT t 
fcn \34--l!l'<i ~\!Sl8 "fl1T<l \3'15lA Sigmund Freud cpl Psychoanalytical 

Theory c=rm Dreams theory cp1 ~ tlfR -B ~ ~ 1 ~ 3lJCITG 
xi~ «11 ~~ cpll c=rm 1 .-tl dl ~of ~ -&-crcn ~ "ffl" 1 \3 q ~ 1 xi -B_ fclfi1"1 LfT?f 

3ltAT-~ fcr:r1 ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3fR \Ff ~~ "Cf)l \Ff 

~ ctf Ji 1'1 ff-1 CbCi I 1R 3R111-3TWT W1fcT ~ t I ~ ~ ill ~ "4BIT 
cp1 4<?Cbx ~ ~ ~ m f1nx ~ 41d¢l. q5 ~ ~ ~ 

1""11 c1'1 ~of m I 

\34;;>011'<i CBT 1TI?f ~ (~ "!i6~1cr1) 12cff cpi tRTaTT "B 1st Division 

~ c;rr LfTCiT 3fR ~ ~ \3 Xi Cf> 1 ~ ~Cb cr1 m ~ 0f) Pill R ~ 1 -B ~ 1 ftl cr11 -;ffiT "61 
Lffi1T 1 "fiR q Rcll x cpl \3UJI ~ \Nfr lR ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ cpll 3lR lR m 
"B lffil1l CBT Ji I g'1 &1 ~ \rlTill t I ~ liTCiT-fqffi ~ 61 3H ~ ~fq I c!1 

~ ~ ~ ~ 1 R~8~1~\ 3fR ~-~ cpi m ~ '41 ~ JOJI<ifflCb 

~ LfX l>l Ci I ~Ci fcnm \iWIT t 3fR <:ffi ~ % ~ W LfTCiT t I ~ 3ffi 
\3xi i:P"I ~ 31 (jO ~ £11" cpl ~ ~ cmfr ~ t 1 "\ill ~ \1R -B ~ ~ 6fifi 

~ -g. \3-<i¢1 xiJOJ$1~ ~ '<i~$11~ ~ ~. \ffl 3ll~~fCJI~ cp~ "C'1TCfr ~ l1Rl 

1flcr \Jflc1T t I 'Social conditioning" ~ ~ ~ ~ repressed 

diseases ~ ~ -g ~ ~ ~ ~ 61 ""!61 Nill t m ~ ~ <:ffi 

~ -;:p:rr Nill t 1 cYl~Cbl ~ Freud c#r 'Libido dis! f\~ es., CBT ~ \3~1@1 

FcPm % 1 \34'""£11"!i ctr CJOT'iCbdT (Narrator) ~ % \Ill 3l1R ~ ~ 3tR 
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~- ~ ctT <t56111 X_flT W %I ~i14'i -ii ~ ~ ~ 3fR ~ cfi #r=q 

3l$11'idl 3tR 3l~d'idl -B cgt9 t:lC"ill ~ 1 erg ~ ~ -em ~ \Jll'i~ cpf 

m ~ ~I % 3ll<t5~ul 1X ~ "<t5T ~I ~ cmff ~ 3l~R1<t5Cil ctr 
~~~~ 

cYlftl<t51 ~ ~ cfi 11fUf11 ~ Freud ctT Dream Interpretation ctT 

Theory cpr '41 ~ fcnm% I wfu em 61R-61R fllCil\111 3fR ~ cfi ~ _ 

3® ~ 3tR ~ fclJ Freud~ rnsrr t 

Dreams are successions of images, emotions & sensations 

that occur involuntarily in the mind during stages of sleep. 

I see Pitaji lying down on some snow-covered hillock & 

there is some trunk of old tree near his body. He is surrounded 

by whiteness of snow & silence of dark I look towards that trunk 

& its day branches. 

<:ffii "4X ~ ~ Cf)T liCi &1 ~ -w:TC: ~ ~ ~ lffil ~ ~ ~ I 

~ ~ ~ ~ Cf)T ~ \34r<:!lfi -ii ~ -&-qcp WIT I ~ em 
~~~~~: 3ljCll~ ~ fcnm lTIIT t 1 'BTCIT em ~iJi~Cl)~ 3ffi ~ cp~ lil'iRi<t5Cil 

Cf)f Ji 6fL'{i ~ ~ fcnm Tfm % I ~ -~ -ii ~ R5l <t51 ~ Q5lf ~ -ii ~ 
~ 'BTCti "<t5T 3lJBCf 4 I C'JCBl Cf)f <t5'< Cll £11 % I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Coneise 3fR Precise~ -B crtr 'Bm \3Cil'<~ "<t5T ~ f¢m ~I 
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\3q~lfi cnr ~jCJI~ ~ -B ~ fili~l \3001""1 ~'Hfc;!~ 18 ~ CR~lf¢ 
cYlful¢1 ~ ~ 'Hilil--~ ~ cB JIC'iiliC'l c5 ~ ~ \3q--~l\!i "B ~11f?lcr1 ~ 

t~fcn: 

~ c5 FQCil~ ~ ~ ~ t- "I have been failure in my life" 

m * ~ ~ cB ~ ~ t "It is time to send him back to the 

hospital"~ m 'lft \3Y'"Xll\!i -B ~ ~ ctr ~ ~ 1 ~ : 

It is very painful fantasy England, returned, flue posted, 

psychiatrist, Bright, risk, social conditioning, First division, 

tough competition, notes exchange shift, plot, transfer, respond, I 

am sorry, westernised appointment, shock, program, desk, 

canvas, paper, brush, business parties, alternatives, bridge parties 

blocks, acquaintances 31lft 1 

c>l ftl ¢I -q \3 q ~I \!i "B ~ WPR "\3{-4> I\! \!il ~I~ I Cl <:41 cnr ~ f¢<n 

t \Ifffi ~ 3fR ~w -B 'lft ~emr cpy >JlTIUT ~ cr1 Ci 1 ~ 1 \3 ~1 ~ ~ \1{ 
Lf)lxfil ~ cnr ~ f¢<n ~ ~ Ci¢&Cj4>. <:'11~<:'11\Ji, ~~C\~Ci. ~~Lf)"il¢, 

%X, :!liFch•i, ~¢611\!J~. li ICi li gill, 11J11 ~~1. 'i\Ji R<:~ I, ~ flbw, g I ~\!i I, ~c>\JiCi I, 

¢~1li¢~1. ~. ~Cll\!fil, ~\!NlCbl\! ~I !51C'1if¢ lffl \1{ Lf)l\!\!"f) "B ~ 

~ 11ft t ~ ~ ~I 6G I Cl c1l cgt9 f% "1'«1 14'1 '41 ~ ircfr ~ I ~ \!i f(;j ~ ~ 
~·c:x~c q- 3ltAT ~ -cB ~j\!il\! ~\!iCbl ~ cnB cpy ~ ~% 1 

\ifij ~ 3RCR~ m- \JITffi % m \3ficnl ~ Cbl ~ mvr ~ ~ % 
fcn ~ ~ ~ ~ Cf<IT ~ %I % cgt9 ~ "$ 11li 61'1C1c1l % "IJ1l 

~ ~ w~ ~ cn\!C1T m 1 ~ ~ m m m ~ i51""1Cbx ~ 
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1fto lR ~+11£11 ~ ~ fUifiChl 31jCJI~ -tf;f Piggi back ride C1~ 

Rocking back & forth placing on seat FcPm t 1 ~ ~ 31 j:q~¢ 0 
fU1 'i ¢I 31 jCll ~ CWlT ~ w1Rf s3IT I ~ fi ¢I 31 jCll ~ ~ "f1l1IT <:ffi" ~ 

RIR ~ TmT f¢ 1mT CJ5T ~ -;:r 61 I ~ em \Jf6f ~ ~ -glen- ill 
\ifictl +TI, fqdi'Y11 "ct m~ crl ~ ct 4¢Cll'i iiHI¢~ ~\J1Clld"l t I ~ cpi 

mx, ~I ~xif?l&ll~ 3TTC1 ctr d'!¢1~ ~ ~ CJ)T 'Bill ~I i::IC'1ifch ~-'R 

CJ5T 31 jCll ~ -tf;f Rice Pudding fcnm t ~ fiTCPI &:i \J1 'i w 1ft 31jCf1G: -q 

"\iC'fR ~ ~ cm'ifch ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1ilxd"l£l &:i\J1'i ~ (Indian cuisine) 

ill ~xi¢ 1 31 jCJI ~ cwn ~ ~ "'i6f c;rrn 1 w 61 -tf;f 1i 1 ~ ct1 £J tlfd" RCJI 01'i 
CJ5T ~ 31 jCll ~ cgt9 \JfTffi fcnm 5 3fR cgt9 \JfTffi tffi 61 \3C"1R ~ 5 I 3TTR" 

611 ~ en ~g~cTI ct ~ 13th day after the death, ~ ill fcpm \JfT 

fiCf)dl t ~ ~ 1nq "'"1tf ~ -m "4T£lT fGid'il ~f::~ej' ~ ~ -g1cn- t 1 

bCR ChT ~ Yajna 3fR • CJ5T 31jCJI~ Perform his offerings 

fcom t I ~fi¢1 ~ ~ 31jCf1G: 61 fi¢<:11 ~ m alternative 

translation ChT ~ Scope 5, ~ lR "£!"~~ ~'!i¢1 1iiClljCJI~ ~ ChT 

>n:rrn fcP"m t I 

\34~1fi -q ~ '41 -=crf0r c'1ftl¢1 ~ ~ "'itt ~~1£11 ~I ~ "ct 
~ cr ~ cpl Rlti+idl3ti -xf ~ ~ %" fi+"li\Ji -q m ~~ ~ CJ5T 

>n:rrn ~ xt ~ 1 lWIT-fCmT ~ Cf5T ~xi fB1 ~ ~ "'itt -cm9- cr<:~'ifct? %" 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 01 % ~ ti ~ vficA Cl:ld"IC'1 ~ crrR 
~qJft£J ~ ~ c5 c;frr 01 ~ CJ)T 61~C'11Cl ~ ~ ~ 

-qr;:rr ~ "'itt ~ ~xifB1~ '3fiCfJI 311'qx 0 1 ~ ~ "fitt ~ ~ 1 ~ 
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~~~~R¢ cr JiHfflct> cfR 1R ~ ~ ~ ~ "W ~I \Hic#l ~ Cl5T ~ 
ficil¢1 ~ 3fR ~ "# m~ ~ JF!ilf)cYlnl em- erg~~ 1lmT 1 ~ 3-tR 
~ "Cf)1 fffirr 'Bi ~ ~ ~ "Cf)1 ~I Cf) I x 5 I Cf56T ~ Cf56T 13 q ~I fl ~ 

~ Jig~xi mcrr 5 fct; ~ ~ ct ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 161 51 LITm 

"51 ~ ~ ~ 61 ~ ~ ~ TJ<n 51 13f!Cf)l ~ grey shade CflCYfT 

t1 13Y--<011fl -q ~ m erg 3lLAT ~ ~ ~ 6fSC1 W=r ~ t1 13fl¢1 6X 

~ ~ COT ~ m "51 6fT?; 'B ~ ~~cYl("1i t I ~ cncfr 
~Qc~l ct 6fT?; ~ 3fR ~ ct ~ ~ 13001"1 ~ t I ~ ~ 3-fR 
f1R ~ 3lLAT-31CAT ~ -q lfT.1 ~' "fiT~ ~ ~ 'BI 31c1lT 51 ~ 
tl ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 31c1lT 6fff ~"51 

~ 3rnTCf> ctf Ji f% cYll fB?r ~ ~ 6ITcl ~ 5 I 3rnTCf> COT -=qf0r 

fil ?I u I ~ ~ 8RT f¢<TI TJ<n \J£11 ~I wren 5 I 3RWf 'B ~ ~ 
~~ Cfm ~ -5, ~fl<$1 \J£11~1 ~ ~ f?lcYldll fflCII£1 ~ fct 
13'<-i<$1 cili!Y~ 311\!lli~t: ~ 3-fR erg ~ ~ cgt9 3fR ~ ~I <::16 ~ 

~ ciliC1-qiC1 ~ t m 3lLRi ~3TT "Cf)1 ~ ~ ~ m:d ~ ~ t m 
~ ~ em-~ 'ml5fT "# 13C11x¢x YloCbl" ct ~ crtr ~ ~ ~ 
31LA 'B 1.-f~ dl LJ\0 ~ JfR ~ ~ m I ~ \Jfll5 ~ 3llBi ~3TT Cl5T 
~ ~ ~ m ~ 61 6ITcl ~~<::IT %T \JIT -m% YloCb\ ~ "f11W 

CR"xti6: 
1 "-tf 3rnTCf> ctr l1 f% cYll Pi?r ~ cp1fr fBc;fi ~--. ~ 31ffi 6.... ~ 

~ m 1R xgw % ill t:fcT ~ "YX ~ ~ ~ 'BI ~ 6 ... ~. 
~ \J1 ~ fi' ~ q0 <?:fl... 311 \J1 it) cYl mill ~ 6fSCl "fiR ~ t... mR cnl <::IT ~ ¢1 
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~fl-il ~ m \1fT ~ CBT ~ ~ ~ 1Jli ~ ~ ~--· ~ m nmr m 
erg 161 ~--· Cf~'jfcp ~ <TI ~f?!Cf)l ~ 3iffucp -wr ~erg~ ~ 1ffifT t ... ~ 
erg v:rr CBW ~ m .... ~ "Cf5T lil'iffl¢-~II~R¢ ~ ~ ~ ~ qrc;rr ~--· 

~fl~~ ~ '«1"1¢1"! ~I 

~ cjfcffi ~l· -q ~ 'l1Jcf ~ mel 6 : ~ ffi CBT ~ ~ ~ f1 li I \J1 

~ ~ 3l1R ~ e1m 3lLA1 ~ ~~ ~ <T6 ~ ~ ~ ctr ~1Cf51<:Jct 3tR 
~ ~ ct {511 C'1°l q 'i "Cf5T ~ ~ ~ lfctl ~ fcp ~ ~ 3lLAT -qfc1 ctr ~ 
~ \Jl~"!ct t % fcom 3fR "ct fiT~ ~ I c1l fi"! I 'lWf ~ ~ ctf 

f41¢14C11 (Acceptance) CBT 1 erg LJfd col ~ "Xf • ~ ~ ~ erg 

cmft ~ 3tR ~ ~ P1c>r X6T m 1 

Wl ~ ~ "Cf5T ~ 'BNf ~ ~ ~ -q \3(11"!'"11 3fR erg ~ ~ 

cpc;rr xl fcp ~ ~ ~ CBT ~ ~ m, ~ 11~c1lttof 2TI I ~x~¢1 31jCll~ ~ 

~~fcpm~: 

I never tnet Ashok's girlfriend ever. .. phone calls do come ... 

when Ashok is at home, he keeps on talking to somebody on 

phone for hours. Friends, acquaintance ... these days relationship 

can be tagged as per convenience ... but who satisfies your 

physical & emotional needs ... there is no name possible for such 

relationship ... It's not your beloved or wife ... because wife or 

beloved only satisfies partially .... so who so ever she is ... she is 

satisfying Ashok physically as well as emotionally ... so I accept 

her ... 
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~ ~ 31jCJI~ -q ~ "BTr CJ -q-MI cffr ~ zyn Cf5T ~ -q \3C11x~ 

cnr ~ -FcPm %1 ~ ~ ~ xiJi{£11 m ~ ~ ~ ~ cnr 

~ ~ ~ XiT ~ IDm 61 ~'!i¢1 ~ 31jCJI~ ~ Cf51tPi ~ 

X5T I 

~ 31 jCJ I ~ ~ '!i f?1 ~ 311 CJ ~<:J Cf5 6 Cf<:Jl" fcr> ~ cfiqc;r <:f6 ~ 4 I d Cf>l. cB- ~ 

~ ~ t ~ 311\J1Cf)c>J c#r ~ ~ ~ -B 1fr fll51<:ldl ~ 61 
311 \J1 Cf5 &J cnr <1~ m ~ -qrq;t -q ~ 4 1 a Cb 1· cffr ~ -B Cf5TLbl ~ ¢1 C1 ~ ~ 6 
~xiR1~ ~'!i¢1 ~ ~ ~ Cf5T ~ c=rcn 4g'i!IC11 61 

\3 4 r<:J I '!i "B x=rfr ~ cB-~ cnT fli-<>fiTT f1i &1 d I 6 I "Cbt9 "Cfcl ~ ...::> • 

Well educated ~~en cgt9 ~ 3A1f<? <n ~ ~ Cf51thl-cR ~ 1 

3PR lfRTI-fCmr cnT ~ ~ ~ ill ~ d I \11°1 lf<f; ~ ~ cB- ~I CJ 'Jt~ 

\3'1¢1 ~ 311~~~CJI~dl CJ 1litflcrrcft ~ ~ ~ ~. ill~ ~'lc>l'ill&l "B 
1fr cr6r ~'~~~~d 5tn 61 trt em ~ ~ ~-~ -;ffl1 61 \3'1¢'1 

JiHffiCf5C11 1fr \:Rfr ~ Jl1ffR ~\!Sll~ ~ ~I % 'illl51fl ~ fcn m c#r ~ 
~ ~ m<fi N ~ I \3'<icnl ~ liT ~ ~ ~ \J1'(r)~ ~ s I ~ ct 
~ "4X fcn ~ Cf5T ~ cB- LfR1 ~ \JfRT 'illf%~ Cf<:ll.f¢ \3xictl C1Cf5c:1llf) 

Ji I 'i R1 Cf) CJ ~ 11-fl R Cf) 31 C1 ~ <:Jl cB- "Cf)""RUT ~ I <:f6 Xj"i Cf) X liT ~ \IllCfr s 3fR 
~ Tf<ft-Tf<ft ~II~ <:J i ~ cYrTdi S 3fR ~ 3ffi ~ ~ 3fR ~ ~ 
~ -g 1 \3"1¢'1 ~ refined ITT "'{]~ s 1 \3<ictl ~ ~ <:ffi" "ffillJ "btn s fcO 
~ 1f<?T-~ 6ITc1 ~ X51 s 1 "\J16f ~ 'il R?ll. cB1 ~ cnr ~ ~ m 

ciT "'!iT~ ti "'!iT~~~ cnT ~ '#r N xm m I ~ ~ cnT 3ljCJI~ 

~. 'ij R -.li CBT \3"fuc=r ~ ~ \3 \J1 jJ I X "'it! 51 "4TclT I ~ \!i ~ ~ ~ ~ ct 
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:q<:R -B <T5 UfR %IT t FcP ~ ~ cp1 LfTOcf) ~ (ffg -wrn ~ 3fR -vn 
ffi f8fr 4 I dCf)l. ~ \3 4 '"ill ~i ~ ~ fu<:rr, ~ tf ~ LfTOcfJ 'lfr \1-1 

i1R~1· ~ ¥. ~ 1 

3P"R b11 ~ cB" ell <:il(YJ I q "4X UfR ~ ctt ~ ~ 'lfr ~ 8 "ffiC1 

wf1c1 M t I~~ CB"ti-CB"tl \}~1~1 ~ 'lfr WRfr t ~ ~ ~ 
-B CB"tl ~ &11 q <:: 1tf ~ {5I ol 1 ~ttl Cb 1 -q ~ 'lfr ~ "CPl ~ t \3 ~i cnl \Til, 

\NlCt ql<:ilq~ul, ~a:rfUTcp 41J~<:11 ~ \3~ictl ~ cnr m m xm 
t I ~ JfR ~ cB" ~=qqrJ "en! <7l'$1~~i, ~ftl¢1 ~ ~ cB" ~ ~ 31fW 
~ x=rr:A ~ erR" ~ t I ~ ~, \3<iCbl &1~1~~j CT ~'i14"i "B m CTfC1t 

3ll~i¢1~·, ~ cpl ~ "en! \3Rj¢<:11 3fR \ffl ¢~16&1 ~ ~ ~ 

J I &1 fc1 ~ i \JlT 3ffiCYf ~ f.i fc1c:p I'< t Cl"4'if¢ ~ lfrU ~ it;r ~ fWrr I ~ 
~ ql<:il&114 "CPl ftA1 ~(YIIqC: cB" ~ fctRn Tfm till~-~ Cf6 ~ ~ 

M t1 <ftcfr Cl>l ~ ~ \Yf6f ~ ~ ~ t 
1 ~~~ %ill t ~ lWfT "41lTC1 m ~ ~~~ 3fR ~ ~ ~ Xi'l-q en t 

f¢ ~ "en! 'ilfPi$11, \3"1¢1 ~1&114"1 ~ ~ 6Rrr t ~ 8 ~ ~I 
"\JlT ~ ~ "$ ~ Tf cfup ~ ~ 3fccfr, ~ "\JlFR cnT ¢~16<7l '!1~~<:11 

cg~~<:11 ~ cpl ~ LR ~ \JITill t I" 

~Xi¢1 ~~~ ~m -FcP<:rrt: 

On one hand, how sweet is the innocence & ignorance of 

kids but on other hand it is brutal too. The thing which is 

incomprehensible to their standards, its inquisitiveness reaches 
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the extent of brutality. 

~ 3ljC11~ ~ c#i fPi~l "[fb ~ fcn ~~~~1: ~ ~ W 
~ c#f -;:ffiT ~ ~ c#i ~ CBT cruR C11lT ~ \3 "i ¢1 li I xtf?l (I d Cf 

~ CBT ~';iUI ~ -g) LfTill %I ~flfc1~ ~ -$ ~ tx-$ ~ ~ 

~-it~ c#i JiHRi¢dl CB1 ~ cruR ~ CB1 ~ fcnm% I ~ 
¢~1C'hil ~ ~Rsl¢1 ~ ~ -$ ~ em ~ C11d~cYliY ~ YIC'>Cbl -$ ~ .,:)_ 

~ FcPm %, 3ljC11~ l>lf>n(JI -it m \R ~ col crtr ~ ~. ~ 
~ tlfFf "ffiR CB1 ~ fcnm l1<lT % I 

~ l>lf>n(JI ll ~ ~. ~ -$ C11d~cYliY CB1 3ljC11~ ~. ~ 

~ -it ~ ~ xilix~l ~ ~ 3iR ~Rsl¢1 ~ ~R~'i c#i ~ -it 3Wl 

~1&~~1&1 ct 6T ~ q)T ~ FcPm %1 ~ ~ 3ljC11~ -it m 
Colloquial language CB1 6T ~ FcPm % I ~ 

~~~~~¢ WcP ~ %. .. ~WIT fcn m 6T ~cYII\Ji ~ -g) \JIT1T 

~ ... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fl<"l)d~ tl" 

"ell JJTg ... 

, ? cmr ... cgu .... 

"61. .. d6r ~ ~ 6T t" 

"tf \Jffi ~ ~ ~, 
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~ ~ ~ "Jf ~ ill erg RHflx 1R ~ s3IT ~ I 

"cr<n 6flcf 5 ~-· 

"~ cft\Jf ~ q1tg&J! ~~~I" 

~ ~ \3 ~I '<il, ftmT 3fR xi~~ 11JIT ~ ~ vmc'J ~ 3fR ~ q)1f I 

~ "Jf cpg ill language of expressions 51 ~ 'BrlT ~ 3ljCII~'i "Jf ~ 

~ (>f<l lf %Cff >rcfu1 irdr 5 3iR '*~ Fch w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ctT 
~ 5 ill ~fiCI?I ~ ~ filiflll ~ m fiCI?dl 5? ~ 3ljCII~ 
cgt9 ~ ~ fcP"m 5 I 

"What did doctor say ... 

Electric shock has given ... he said the treatment should be 

started today only.... only otherwise condition can be more 

worse." 

Then ... oh ... 

"What. .. ? Is there something ... ? 

"his face is too quite ... did not even talk to me. Yes, he is 

silent since that moment" 

"Should I talk to him?" 

When I went to his room, he was lying on the bed. 

"What happened Kakku?" 
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It was very painful let me sleep. 

~ ~ 3lJCTR !>!Rl5~1 em 3ljCJI~ ~ ~ lT \RlTCJ ~ xiJi~~ft I 

3l jCJ I~ ~ ~ Xi Ji'!=lll ~ Cf511 3ffi ~ ~ ~ ~ I xi Ji '!=Gil~ -:qrg 
xiix"CfirdCb ~ -cnT ~ m m, 3jjijf(;JCf) ~ -cnT ~ m m, ~giCJfi 

em ~ ~ 61, iiR~l ct 3ljCJI~ em ~ ~ ~I 3ljCJI~ ~ ct ~ 
~ xiJifLIIW co1" Xjc>i~l~ ctr _ !>lRP~I "B ~ ~ 3lJCTR Fcl$11'"1 ~, "'!iT~ fr 
"'!iT~ ~-~ ~ ct ~ ~ Cfjf(;qCf) ~ m ~ ~ ~ 'Bl1ff clfcrc1 ~ 
TICP filf?ld 1tf Ncfi I ~ ill \3\!iCf>l ~ fcmR ~, ~ ~ 'mer 3ffi 3l~ 
~ \3X1 ~ it CllCftf 6Till ~ I ill ~ ~ ~ cpr 3l jCJ I~ ~ 'Bl1ff "B 

~ ~ ciT ~ ~ "B 3l jCJ I~ ~ \rfT 3lLPif ~ fcl Cf> 3ffi Xi i '!"Cfi fd Cf> 

-zyfi xmT qx ~ ~ ctr ~ ~ ~dl'"d ~ ~I <::ffi ~ 3lLA "B 

ij 1] dl L[O~ ~ ~ ~ Xi Ji f[l I "Cf>T "'lll1 ~ ~ ~ I 

~ it ~ em ~ ct ~ ~ ~ Thesauras ctr xigi~Cil ~ 

~ ~ ~ ctt qgiJH ~I ~ "Cf>T 3TP1 ~lc>lillc>l "Cf>T ~ 3lLA "B ~ 

CJ'!~H ~I ~ ~ ~ fcp 3ljCJI~ ~ ~ ~ 3ll'!il1l ~ ~ -g ~ 
<:T6 '41 ~ s fcl, 3ljCJI~ m LR ~ !>lCJigJi~ >rCfuf ~ t I \34--~1\!i "B 

3l Rf1 fCl c6l 4 gill 'i ctf ~ ~ fcp fco11 ~ llU1 CJ J ft ~ Xi Ji I \J1 "B 3lLA1 4 gill 'l 

ct ~ ~ 61 (Quest of Identity) 3fR ~ ~ '41 ~ ~ ~ 
xi Ji I \J1 "Cf>T f%"ffiT ffi ~ xlcn ~ t I 

\34'"i!lfi it BllCJicf1 ~~CJ?lDI (Feminism) cnl '41 ~ fTlc>icil ~ 1¢ 

fco11 ~ "C[CP "Blf, ~ ~ xi Ji I \J1 "B JllR 3fR JllR ~ ct 3l Rft CCI ¢I 

qgiJH ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I ~ ~ "Cf>T ~, ~ ~~~~1: 3ljCll~ "Cf)""X 
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~~1~£11 -;:fflT \Jff '!iCJ?ctl ~I ~ ~ ~ fi~~uft£1 'lft ~ ~I ~ 
~ ~ 41dCf>l. dCl) ~' Sil5flfi "61 "ffCfi "d1ft ~ ~ ~ 
~ li"AT \Jff '!i CJ? ol ~ I 

~ ~ ~ 3l1R ~ 6 3iR t%cft ~ 3l1R 3iR, ~ 
3ltAT-~ x-i"!iHI ~ I ~ ®ft ~ ~ ~ t%cft ¢T 3llfiT • cpr 

cc:zrr;:r \Jf6f c=rcP ~ xrn \Jil ~ J 11 ~ crcP ft<fr 31 jq 1 ~ ctr tr ~ ~ ~~ 
~ li~~CJ?dl ~ 3IT '!iCJ?dl 51 3lff ~ ft<fr ~ "CJ?T ~glq\!1 ~ :'~ tr 
mcfr ct ~-~ 3TR $'!iCJ?I ~ ~ Birds of same feather flock 

together fc'nm ~I ~ 3f1R ~ ~ ~~~~1: 31jql~ ~ ill ~ 
~ ill ~ 3IT "\J1l(ff ~ ~ ~ -;:fflT 6Till I $\!i ~ ~ ~ ~ CB1 

(l6 j61q\!l '34~Cfd ~ ~I 

31jql~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ct fct:mx 3iR ~ C1fCT "CJ?T tr 4Ri!<:~ 

~ -;:fflt, ~ '+lfcT 3fR eli J <:! 1ci CfcP 1fT 4 ~il HI 6Till ~ 3fR W ~ ~ 
~ il ~ "CJ?T "lJ(lffi fc'nm 5 I 

\3 4 ~I '!i ~ ~ ~ <r6 ~ sq c;ITrTI ¢T TIT~ 'lft "Wfm blcft 5 I 
cY) ft1 ¢I -q ~ 3fLR Xi1a11 CCI? I"! ~ ~ % fct? '3 ~l ~ ~ \JllT5 cpgT % "bll 

1ft 6 \YfT xTr '3JIIol ~ Cfir TRT ~ ~ 51" ~ c;ITriT ~ l>l'lcti161 f?IC'lctl 

6 C'f~ ~"!ilril ~lq11~, mel, ~ ~ ~XSI~ ~ ~ 3fR l>llf'!ilffict ~ 

6 I ~ m-rrrr "CJ?T WCl tf l>l q I g Si 4l ~ ~ 3fR CJb ~ '3 4 r<:! I '!i ll ~ 
m-g ~ 1 ~ J ll il '! 6Tcn ~ I <:ffi cfrcp 6 f¢ ~ fcl CJ? Wx fi ~ ~ 'i I c-J:i CJ? mmc1 -qx 

~ ~ ~-~ ctr ~ ~ tr 6, ~ ~ CilCm ~ crrc1t ~ 
~61 
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~ ct ~-~ * ~ 3fR iil'ic{\5'i ~ 3R17T-3fc¥f fi«liRl~'j q)f 

~ trnUT fcRn % I 'BT1'ff ~ xi «li Rl cpr \3 011 ~ ~ 4 RcwFb % I ~ ~ 
~ Cf5T ~ ~ -if ~ ~. ~ ~ -if f.iffid fif<ltRl cg ~ ~ 
-if ~'~l~lfl1d Cf)FIT %1 ·~· cpr m Bonfire "'itt ~ m. 11Tflr. ~3IT ct 

~ x~ "4X ~ Aunty "'itt 61- xiCl?dll ·~ Cf5T ~'To throw 

something in fire' -;:ffll m xiCl?dl -n~ ·~· ct m LR 'Charity' "'itt 
3IT fiCl?dl I ~ fiii~l ~ ~ 3ljC11~ -if 3ffifr tl % ct<:~'ifcb <TI3i ~ ~ 

ct ~ ~ met ~ 3tR ~ -if ~ \3~d q)f ~ 3ljCli~Cl? cpl ~ 

cg~IC'ldl "4X f.i'4x "Cf)XClT 5 fGffi ~ :J)X1C1'< cpl ~ -nm Thesauras ~ cpl 

figl£1dl ~ 3l~d ~ Cf5T ~ fcDm% I 

3Rl -if <Tift %11 ~ fcp ~ 3ljC11~ ~ \JIT ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ % ~ -=mt ~ ~ m. Freud cpr ii"ilRl$11PICb -qef m. xii«liRlCl? 

111 "i d I~ 61- ITT fq)x ~ cpl 3l"TlffiT 111 "i d I~. Xi~ Cl? I ~ ~ -;:r ~ 

~ m ~ ~ ~ '41 ~ 1 ~ <:T~ Xfl11vl ~ 41ocn'i Cf5T ~ 

~ qfc1 ~ Cf5T ~ fcnm % I -tf iiI 'i cfl 1t fco <:ffi ~ 3fCA -if \3~ ~ 

~ -g'pft ~ ~ ~ ~ "XflR cpl -cpr:pl 1\J11~$!1 % ~ 3PR ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ lTTCfCf) x:cm cg ~ CJfc1 ~ ~ Lff1t m 31LA -gm Fcnm 
-rr<TI t9TcT m ~ m ~ 1 
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-
\i4tl~ 

li I'< d'hl 11tZl ClCP ft '!:l 4 R ell'< cnT 3lTW"'< ~F11 Cb '< ~ l"f<n ~ G"X ~ 

\) 4 r(llfl ~ Cf1f ~ cn'T Fcl ~'1 tid 1w cn1 ~ ~ 1 ~ if ~ s3lT t 1 ~ fcn 
~ftlcn1 ~ ~ -q ~ ~ m~ if %1 m fcn \3"ict>l ~ if ~ 6fR 

~ fcl~p:e m ~ ~ ~ men m f%x erg fcrRft \34~~1 ~ cn'T ~ICbl'< 

~ 6A""iT ~ I erg ~ ~ t fcn \JlT ~ ~ !5\!ixi "Cb"X m t, ern! lTTOcP 

CfCf) ~ ~ I ~-~-~ \34r(llfl cnT ~ "f!l1<l LflOCf) ~ ~ cnT 
~ g \!ifl CfR(fT t I g I c>1 i fCp ~ 1llOCf) fcp"ffr m ~ cnT ~ ilT xf 311 c-~ \!i I d 

Cf)'<ClT t f%x m \JlT c>i ~ Cb I ~ ~ t ciT 4 I d cn\ "ffCb" 4 g=q I~ if m ~ ~ I 

\3 4 .-;[J I \!i ct ~ 5r LfTd if ~ ftl Cb I -q %1 t fcn ~ \3 4 r(ll 'H ft-rct ~ 
m-m ~ t:rfCf cn'T eng 1·-n ~ t 1 ~ \) 4 rt~ 1 xi ~ ~ m ~ ~ i5xtxi s3IT fcn 
\34.-;[Jifl ~-~-~ ~ cpl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CfR \JfrcR ct 
~ ~ ~ 3fR ~ ~ q5 ~ cpl Cbi5H"I t1 

~~Cbl cn'T ~ ~ cnT ~ COT ~ ~ ~ ~ C1lC1 "fR ~ ~ 

m 3ffi ~ ct ID"'<T ~ ~ 6ITd" "ClR "flCPI1 \3 "i Cb I ~ fG1 d "i I "\!RC1" 3ffi 
'<jC'l ~I s3lT ~ ~ t:11 t ~ ~ ~ ~ 5r -g 3fR ~ eft]; m ~t1" cnT m 
~if \3""1Cbl ~ ~ '!:llll~l"i t I 
~ fcn ~ m \3 (Y~ ~ fcRrr lfm t fcn ~ eng 1-11 31 F«1 ("q cn'T ~ cn'T 

~I \34rtllfl COT 3l'j)Cll~ ~ ~ 41dcn'i ~ m ~ ~I ~COT~ 
~ 1tlcn1 m ~ t 3iR 31CR m~ it cpgcft ~ fcn ~ ~ ~ CB1 
~ 1fufi ct "fiT~ \Jil'?~ it fl51'!:lCb Nm ~I \3"15lA 31cA em- Growing up with 

India these fifty years it m ~ ~ : 
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Even after fifty years, English, remains the language of elite, those 

who are 'in' & those who 'have'. 

~'Hfe1~ ~ ~ Cli_~[l~· em ~ &QI4¢ 6I1T cfm ~ 3fR Xi6f ~ 

cB- llTCfCP ~ ~ qffi 5 I X1T2l BT X1T2l 1:f6 \3 q '"£11 fl ~ ~ ctr cp g HI ~ 
~ ~ x=r1T\il cpr ~ ~ 314"1r \ilTT6 ~ ct ~ xi· t:1 ~'<ct ~ 1 

&J RsJ ¢I cpr tm ~ ~ 1" cmft ~~ cfi Cf>lXUT 1fr ~ I % ~ f(;j~~ 

5: 
My generation was full of fears, doubts & uncertainty. Everyone 

talked about nepotism, bribery, corruption & a frozen bureaucracy. 

~. ~. qfr ~. cnft 31f.1~ilctctl~ &lRsl¢1 * ~ ~ 1fr ~~~~ ~ 
6 1 ~ \3 q '"£1m ~ G1 41 fu [ll. cnl "flT=q it \IlT 3lCR ~ 3tR ~ CBT'<"Uf \IlT ~ 
~ ~ \3~""1 ~ s; ~ ~ B1 fl-~~'i~~cYlctl ~ q~mct fcnm 61 

\3'ic#l 3fR qz~[l~· ~ ~ ~l'<dl[ll q)T '41 ~ ~ ~ ~ \34'"X:l!Xi 

it ~ ~l'<dl~ liUlcPfl~ 4RCll'< em BT ~~~~[II lTm ~I ~ 1ft crr.=n it \IlT 
~ ~ xi Ji l'i ct 1 ~ Cffi ~ ~ ~ cpr fu?rur. \J!l 31CAT ~ 3fR q '<JOY'< 1311 

~ ¥. ~ 5 3iR ~<icol ¢tl11 1fTCRT3TI 3fR ~~~~~I &lRsl¢1 em 
~ ~ cnl ~ it ~ 3ffUT WTffi 6 C12ll" ~ Qq 15Ji<fl vftcr;:r ~ 

QlfHif%ct ~ ~I ~xif&i~ ~ ~ 1ft ~ m ~ cnit ~ Ncfr I 
1:f6 \3 q '"£11 xi ~ ~ 3to ('fq) ~ ~ cnl 111m m ~ \J!l ~ 3fR 

m ~ JllR 3ifx 3l1FlT cfi 31 f«-1 (Cl cfi ~ ~ CfR ~ 5 I GT <:pg I f.1 \Q i ~ 

X1T2l -=qc;f m 5 I \3 q '"'<11 xi cnl 'i I~ cp I m Cf)T ~ C12TI 1J5f G1-;:fl BT Ji H Ri cp 

~ ~ 3le:fl1 ~ ~ I ~ ~ JllR ~ cfi "fl11<1 it ~ ~ xi 51 \Q ct I 1"tf 
cnx- LTTill 6 3fR ~ ~ ({)RUT m. -c;cP ill Cfb c>1 ¥$1 ~ 3tR ~ q R CJ 1 '< if 
mil 0t I ~ \Ill ~ CBl ~ m ~ cnRUT LRTen it ~ 3icP 1"tf ill 
Lffiff 3fR \3 fl cp 1 ~ r:s if) (Yj-~· v11 f.1 \Q R J 1 if cmff ~ 1 ~ (Yj 1 ~ m "CJTctT 1 ~ Cf)RUf 
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\34~m cnr ~ mm t ~ "fiCITC1 ~ \J1T 'llfuCbl m ~ ~ t ... 13ffi 
~ ~ ~ ~~ ~-·· emf ~ "fRl if vfrm t ~ ~ I erg cpgcfi t 
fcn ~ CBT ~tl ~ \ffi ~ ~ ~ ~ t I ~ d¢('1°1 45 "Cf5T 

~~ CBT ~ t'lT ¢1\Qxdl t I ~ C1'$Cbx fcNm ~ ~ fr vfrcR 
t I vfrcR CBT 3lci t ~ ~ 'PT m 3lffd~ 3fR qg=qH ~ ~ ~. ;n fcn 

\Ff 3fW CBT ~ N \JfRT I 

WC1 'BTlTI ctt gxfl Cb ~ ~m &1 ~ Cb 1 ~ ~ ~r 'l q x Cf) 1 r&:: Cbl a 1 xt M 
t I ~ "41?J ~ ~ 3lci cnT ~ "41?J if ~ ~ cni wrr1 Cbl ~I ~l'i ~ 

611 Cl '1\~ ~ x~ "CR 3flT1t ~ "W1 cn'1 "fTP:rr CBT ~ g fi I fi ~3IT I <.>iftl Cb I ~ 

8RT "5c; ~ W6GT CBT ~ ~ ~ "Cf5RUT W I WCl Cf c;r~ '+fl1fT cn'1 
fi j~ d I fcn"ffi '41 31JCfTG 'PT ~ ~ t I m 3ljCII ~ Cb crfr m mT t \J1T 

~ cn'1 ~ if q §=q ¢x ~ t2 ~ <:J J 1 o x:rn~ "CbT c;r~ ~ ct llTOcP (fCf) 

~~I 

1 Page no. 95, Qatra-dar-Qatra, Susham Bedi 
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